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License Agreement
The use of Adagio BankRec from Softrak is governed by the following agreement. You
demonstrate your acceptance of the terms of this agreement by using Adagio BankRec and its
associated materials. You may terminate this agreement at any time by returning the original
CD and manual to Softrak Systems Inc. with a letter stating that all copies of the software
have been destroyed. The letter must be signed by an officer of the company.

Usage Rights
For the fee you have paid, Softrak Systems Inc. hereby grants to you and you accept a license
to use Adagio BankRec and its related materials on a single computer system only. To use
any Adagio applications on more than one computer system, you must either purchase a
license for another copy of that Adagio product or arrange for a multi-user license from
Softrak Systems Inc. You may not copy any of the materials received with Adagio products,
in whole or in part, except for archival and backup purposes.

The license is not transferable.

Registration and Support
To receive technical support and notices of upgrades and announcements, your copies of
Adagio BankRec must be registered.

To register, install Adagio BankRec as you would any other Windows application. When you
start up any Adagio application for the first time, you will be presented with a screen that
gives you the option to register. Enter your company information and print the registration
form to be mailed or faxed to Softrak Systems Inc.

Adagio BankRec requires registration within 60 days of first use. It will cease to operate
after 60 days have elapsed without a registration code.

Liability
You agree that regardless of the form of any claim, the liability of Softrak Systems Inc. for any
damages to you or to any other party shall not exceed the license fee paid for the materials
included in Adagio BankRec. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as a product
warranty and all such warranties are explicitly and expressly denied.
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Chapter 1

Getting Started

What is Adagio BankRec?
Adagio BankRec allows you to quickly and easily reconcile your Adagio records with
your bank statements. It streamlines this process to save you time. Adagio BankRec
will also tell you your current cash position at a glance.

You enter all receipts directly into Adagio BankRec, and retrieve checks directly from
Adagio Payables. When you receive a statement from your bank, you can check these
transactions against your statement and mark checks, deposits and adjustments as
having cleared the bank.

When you have marked all cleared transactions, simply enter the statement date and
statement balance to determine whether your account is balanced or not. If it is not
balanced, BankRec offers reporting tools that will help you to locate any
discrepancies or errors. You can easily post adjustments for bank charges, returned
check fees, and interest directly into BankRec. When your statement matches your
Adagio data, all you have to do is click Post!

From another perspective, Adagio BankRec gives you the means to find out which
checks have cleared, which items are outstanding, and which bank accounts contain
what amounts. It ensures that your cash balances are accurate so that you can better
control and plan cash activity. Adagio BankRec helps you to make informed
decisions about your day to day operations.

BankRec respects account and department code formatting set in Adagio Ledger.

Getting Started Page 1-1



Basic Concepts

A/R Receipts
Depending on the version of Adagio Receivables being used, all receipts and
deposits may either be entered into Adagio Receivables and sent to Adagio BankRec
or vice versa. A retrieval batch is automatically created in the appropriate program.

Adagio BankRec can retrieve transactions from Adagio Receivables 9.0A and higher.
If you are using an earlier version of Receivables, all receipts and deposits must be
entered into BankRec. They will then automatically be sent into an Adagio
Receivables retrieval batch. Even with Adagio Receivables 9.0A, you may continue
to send to Receivables if you prefer.

The use of Payment Methods within Adagio Receivables 9.0A and
higher controls how Receivables receipts are retrieved to Adagio
BankRec. Please refer to the Adagio Receivables online Help
documentation for more information on Payment Methods.

A/P Checks
A/P transactions may be entered in either Adagio Payables or Adagio BankRec.
When you post checks in Adagio Payables, a retrieval batch will be created in Adagio
BankRec. You can then retrieve this batch into BankRec using the Maintenance |
Retrieve function. If you enter A/P payments in Adagio BankRec, when you post, a
manual check batch is automatically created in Adagio Payables.

Accounting
When you install Adagio BankRec, this module should be the source of all
transactions that affect your "bank" general ledger accounts. That is, Adagio BankRec
should generate all debits and credits to a bank account, if you want to be able to
easily reconcile your figures. This means that you will need to edit your Bank records
in Adagio Payables and Receivables and add clearing accounts into your Adagio
Ledger.

When you create a Bank in Adagio BankRec, you assign it a General Ledger account.
You also assign accounts for bank errors, interest and service charges. Posting a cash
receipt in BankRec debits your bank ledger account and credits the revenue accounts
in your ledger. If the cash receipts are paying invoices outstanding in Adagio
Receivables, Adagio BankRec will automatically credit a Receivables clearing
account. You should change your Adagio Receivables Bank record to make this
clearing account its account. That way, when you post the batch of cash receipts in
Adagio Receivables, the program will correctly debit the BankRec clearing account as
the bank debit has already been recorded in by posting the BankRec batch.

Basic Concepts
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Similarly, you will need to add an Adagio Payables clearing account to handle checks
retrieved from Adagio Payables. A "system check run" or manual check batch posting
will debit Payables and credit the BankRec clearing account. When the batch is
retrieved and posted in Adagio BankRec, it will generate a credit to your bank
account in Adagio Ledger and an offsetting debit to the Payables BankRec clearing
account.

The Reconciliation Process
To give you a basic idea of the reconciliation process, the following steps show you
how you might typically use Adagio BankRec, without going into any of the details:

1) Enter all receipts, deposits so the end result is they will be posted to Adagio
BankRec.

2) Enter all payments and transfers so the end result is they will be posted to
Adagio BankRec.

3) Retrieve any Adagio Payables, Adagio Checks and third party payroll batches
BankRec using the Maintenance | Retrieve function.

4) Now that you have all the necessary transactions in Adagio BankRec, Post these
batches so that the program is ready for the reconciliation process.

Your bank statement may be imported to Adagio BankRec to be used in the
reconciliation process.

5) Using the Reconcile function on the Bank Inquiry List (called the “Balances”
option on the Inquiry menu), enter the statement date and balance found on
your bank’s statement, and compare it to the balance found in BankRec.

6) Transactions that appear on both your statement and in BankRec can be marked
“cleared.” Transactions that are not found on your statement can be left
“outstanding.”

7) If the calculated balance matches the balance from your statement, you are ready
to Post! If not, you can easily compare your bank statement with the transactions
listed in BankRec to find discrepancies or errors.

8) Once you’ve located any discrepancies or errors, you can either make changes to
the status of the transactions in BankRec, or quickly enter additional
transactions. Most commonly, these will be bank charges, returned check fees,
and interest.

Basic Concepts
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Adagio Fundamentals
Other important information about Adagio BankRec is included in your Adagio
Fundamentals manual. Adagio Fundamentals covers information and functions that
are similar across all Adagio applications, such as keyboard shortcuts for data entry.
Be sure to read Adagio Fundamentals for valuable information about working with
Adagio BankRec.

About Adagio
Adagio Accounting is designed for organizations that manage over $1 million in
sales/revenue, with significant transaction volume and at least one person
responsible for managing those transactions. This modular accounting system
combines a batch interface that is easy to understand and control with online
processing in order entry and inventory control. Additionally, Adagio provides
dynamite-looking invoices, checks and statements on blank paper. All this without
being forced to use a mouse during data entry or any of the other accounting
procedures. Simple procedures and built-in software make it a snap to fax invoices
and customer statements.

About MultiCurrency
If you have Adagio BankRec 8.0A or higher and also use Adagio Multicurrency, be
sure to read Adagio MultiCurrency for valuable information about working with
Adagio BankRec and other Adagio modules you may have Adagio MultiCurrency
provides a centralized pace to maintain all your foreign currency exchange rates and
formatting rules.

About Softrak
For over 25 years, Softrak has created accounting and reporting software to make the
tasks required in the accounting department simple and straightforward, even in
high volume businesses. If you have any suggestions about how we can improve this
module, please visit our web site at www.softrak.com.

Adagio Fundamentals
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Chapter 2

Configuring Adagio
BankRec

Before you can start using Adagio BankRec, you must take the time to complete the
setup procedures in this chapter and in the next. It can take some time to perform all
of these steps, but a complete setup will ensure that you benefit from all the features
of the software.

This procedure is usually completed by a system administrator. This person should
be knowledgeable about both your computer system and your company’s banking
and accounting procedures.

In this chapter, we will explain the following procedures:

• Creating Data and Logging into Adagio BankRec
• Converting Peresoft Cashbook Data
• Security Settings
• Setting the Workstation Options
• Setting Currency Information

Installing Adagio BankRec
The Adagio BankRec Readme help and Adagio Fundamentals manual provide
complete details on installing Adagio BankRec.
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Creating Data Files
Data files are the files that will contain your accounting data. They are stored
separately from the program files. Before creating the data files, you should
determine the drive, directory and filename extension that you will use. You must
use the same location and extension as files from other programs that will integrate
with Adagio BankRec. For example, if you are using other Adagio programs, you
might choose the directory C:\SOFTRAK\DATA\ .

To create Adagio BankRec data files:
When you start Adagio BankRec, the Open Adagio BankRec Data window will
open.

1) Enter your User ID and Password. The current date is automatically selected.

The user ID for the System administrator is SYS. The default
password in SYS. It is strongly recommended that you change this
password before you allow other users to access the system.

2) Click the Create button and the Data Creation window will open.

Creating Data Files
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3) In the Folders section, select the folder where you want to create the data. You
should choose a folder with nothing else in it, or choose a folder that you are
using for your other Adagio modules’ data.

4) Alternatively, you can type in the data path in the Data Path field at the bottom
of the window.

5) In the Extension field, you can enter a three-character code that will become the
filename extension for all your data files, or the extension used for your other
Adagio data. In the example above, we have used the extension SAM, which
stands for “Sample Data.”

6) Click the OK button to create the data. The program will ask you to confirm that
you want to create BankRec data in this folder. Click OK to confirm.

You may be asked to enter the paths to currency and EZTask files. Enter the path to
your \SOFTRAK\SYSTEM directory; or click the File buttons to explore your
computer or network to locate the directory. When you have entered the directory,
click OK.

Once you have set up data files, each time you start Adagio BankRec, the most
recently opened data files will automatically appear in the Open Adagio BankRec
Data dialog. All you will have to do is enter your user ID and password, then click
the Open button.

Creating Data Files
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Logging into BankRec
Before you can begin an Adagio BankRec session, you must log in to the system. All
Adagio users must be registered with the system by the Adagio System
Administrator.

Each user receives a unique user ID and password. This information is required for a
user to log in to the system. When a user logs in to Adagio BankRec, the user also
selects the directory that contains the BankRec data files.

Adagio BankRec comes preloaded with the user ID of SYS and a password that is
also SYS. You must log in with this user ID and password the first time you use
Adagio BankRec. This is the default system administrator user ID. It cannot be
deleted but it can be changed. Since it provides access to all Adagio BankRec screens
and functions, you may want to change the password for security purposes.

Remember that you can use command line parameters (refer to your Adagio
Fundamentals manual) to bypass certain fields in the Open Adagio BankRec dialog
box each time you start Adagio BankRec. Command line parameters are set as
properties for the program.

To log in to Adagio BankRec:

1) Start Adagio BankRec. The Open Adagio BankRec dialog box appears:

2) Enter your assigned user ID and password.

Logging into BankRec
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Turn the Remember user or password option on to have the Adagio
user name and/or password remembered and authenticated by the
Windows user. This allows you to default your Adagio user name
and/or password by logging into Windows (on the same station).

3) Set the Adagio session date. You can use the default current system date, enter a
new date to be used as the session date or click the calendar button to select a
date from a calendar.

If you want to log in to BankRec using a session date within the
month and year that initially display in the Date field, all you need do
is type one or two numbers representing the date you want to use. (Eg.
If date displayed initially is 02/25/2009 and you now want to log in
using a session date of 02/27/2009, all you need do is type 27 in the date
field. The month and year will populate automatically.) You are able
to use the one or two-character date entry method in any 'date' field
within Adagio BankRec.

4) Set the Data path for your data directory. This is the folder that contains your
BankRec data. The most recently set path is displayed in the field. You can click
the File/Browse button to change the path or click the Directory button to
display a list of previously used paths.

Adagio BankRec can remember what datasets have been accessed by
each Adagio user. The first time each user logs in to BankRec, they
will be prompted to respond whether or not they want Adagio
BankRec to also load a default list of companies. (Respond 'Yes' to
the prompt to have BankRec retain the original list of companies all
users have accessed and then remember which subsequent
companies/datasets have been accessed by each user separately.
Select 'No' to begin with a blank Previously Opened window and
have only the list of datasets accessed by each user since the
installation of BankRec 8.1B display each time the Previously
Opened window is opened by that user.)

5) Select the data set and click OK. For example, in the above picture you would
click the BRGLOB.SAM file. This will enter the correct data path in the Data
path field.

6) Click Open to begin using Adagio BankRec.

Logging into BankRec
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PereSoft Cashbook Data
You can convert data from PereSoft Cashbook for use in Adagio BankRec by creating
BankRec data in your Cashbook folder. Just be sure to use the same data extension
that your Cashbook data files use. The following instructions outline how to do this.

You should make a backup copy of your Cashbook data before you
attempt to convert the files for use with Adagio BankRec.

Issues to be aware of
If 'Multi-currency' is enable for any bank account(s) in Cashbook, and any foreign
currency bank account uses a different currency than your domestic account(s),
BankRec will not convert your Cashbook transactions.

Adagio BankRec handles transactions 'cleared with error' differently than Cashbook.
Transactions cleared with error in Cashbook have a variance equal to the amount of
the error, and are not marked as "Cleared". "Cleared with error" transactions in
Adagio BankRec are considered reconciled. Cashbook transactions with this status
will be converted to two separate transactions in BankRec. The first transaction will
be equal to the partial amount of the Cashbook transaction (not the full amount),
which is the amount Cashbook would reconcile to. The transaction will be marked as
"Reconciled" in BankRec and will show the error amount when viewed. A second,
outstanding transaction equal to the amount of the variance (the error amount), with
a reference number equal to the original transaction but prefixed with “CBE-“, will
be created in the converted data. The status of this transaction will be ‘Outstanding’.
Mark this transaction 'Cleared' if the amount has already been accounted for in the
G/L. If not, clear it with error so your bank statement balance is not affected, and the
appropriate adjustment is made to your Ledger balance. After conversion, the bank
balance in BankRec should exactly equal the Cashbook bank balance.

When transactions cleared in error are detected during conversion, BankRec displays
the warning message:

“Cashbook bank [bank name] has transactions partially cleared. This will
be shown in BankRec with the prefix CBE- for the variance amount
outstanding only”.

This message will be displayed only once during the conversion, even if multiple
transactions cleared in error exist in the Cashbook database.

PereSoft Cashbook Data
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To convert your Cashbook data
1) Start Adagio BankRec and the Open Adagio BankRec Data window will open

(or click the Open button on the main toolbar).

2) Enter your User ID and Password. The current date is automatically selected.

3) Click the Create button. The Data Creation window will open.

4) In the Folders section of the window, select the folder that contains your
PereSoft Cashbook data.

5) In the Extension field, enter the file extension that your Cashbook data files use.
You will need to use the same data extension for your BankRec files.

6) Click the OK button. Adagio will ask you to confirm that you want to convert
your Cashbook data. Click OK to confirm and Adagio will convert your data.

PereSoft Cashbook only allowed a two-character bank code; Adagio
BankRec allows six characters. You can assign new codes to your
banks as the data is converted.

Once a bank has been assigned a six-character code, you cannot
change it. Make sure you are happy with the codes you are going to use
for each of your bank accounts before proceeding.

PereSoft Cashbook Data
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Take-On Procedures
Use this procedure for setting up new banks in Adagio BankRec (BR), entering
take-on balances, and populating the transactions file.

1) When creating the Bank Code in BR, enter the opening balance and last
statement balance with the same value. Opening balance is for informational
purposes only. Corrections to the Bank Statement balance can be made through
batch entry. You will want to take care that, when posting in BR for the sole
purpose of adjusting the Bank Statement balance, related entries are not
retrieved and posted into related modules if they already exist in those modules.

2) The Adagio Ledger (GL) account for the Bank in Adagio Payables (AP) needs to
be changed to a clearing account as the actual bank GL account is maintained in
the BR bank code. This will prevent double posting to the bank GL account.

3) For all AP checks posted after the Last Statement Date, these must be manually
entered or imported into BR as a payment batch. This will update the
transactions file for your next reconciliation. It might be easiest to export the
payment transactions and then import them into BR. You can enter the checks as
Miscellaneous payments in BR by bypassing the vendor code field and edit the
Vendor Name field.

4) The GL account for the Bank in Adagio Receivables (AR) control account sets
should be changed to a clearing account as the actual bank GL account is
maintained in the BR bank code. This is not a required step but can be used to
determine when the Cash GL account is updated, either when posting in BR or
AR.

If Adagio Receivables is 9.0A or higher and cash receipts will be sent from AR
for retrieval into BR, it is very important you fully set up Payment Methods
within Receivables. Payment methods are used to assign the receipt to a BR
bank and determine how the receipt is retrieved into BR. Please refer to the
Adagio Receivables online Help documentation for detailed information on
setting up Payment Methods.

5) For all AR cash receipts posted after the Last Statement Date, these must be
manually entered or imported into BR, preferably as a deposit batch. This will
update the transactions file for your next reconciliation. You only need to enter
the actual bank reference if you want to use the NSF function on these checks.

6) After posting the BR batch(es), open Receivables and retrieve the Cash batch
from BR and delete it. These transactions are already in AR and you don’t want
to double post.

7) Open Ledger and retrieve the sub-ledger batch from BR and delete it. These
transactions are already in GL and you don’t want to double post.

Take-On Procedures
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8) Now your BR Bank balance should match the bank GL account amount. If it
doesn’t, you may have either incorrectly entered the bank statement balance or
missed one or more transactions from AP and/or AR.

If you want to retain the ability to reverse or clear the transactions
with error in BankRec and have the pending status transferred to the
AP Check Reconciliation, you will need to transfer them from a
backup copy of Payables.

Take-On Procedures
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Security Settings
Adagio BankRec includes a User Setup function that can prevent unauthorized users
from entering the system and restricts users from accessing certain areas of the
system.

To do all this, you must first set up user groups, which define what parts of the
program the users are allowed to access. For example, you can allow only senior staff
members to access functions such as the company profile, year end processing and
data integrity check. The you can set up individual users and assign them to the
appropriate group level, depending on the access privileges you want to grant them.

See Adagio Fundamentals for complete information on setting up user groups and
users.

User Audit Settings
Adagio BankRec maintains various user statistics. These include settings such as
Date Created, Created by User, Date Last Edited, Time Last Edited and Lasted
Edited by User at the batch level. Date Last Edited, Time Last Edited and Lasted
Edited by User are also maintained at the entry level. Use the Column Editor to
display this information on the batch or entry grid.

In addition, the posted by Date, Time and User have been added to the transaction
files and can also be viewed with Adagio GridView.

Security Settings
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Setting Workstation Options
There are some general program options available to you that affect printing. To
open the Workstation Options window, select File | Workstation Options from the
menu bar.

The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Details

Report Preview
zoom factor

Enter the zoom factor you want used as the default when
you preview Adagio BankRec reports on this workstation.

Additionally, select Full screen to have the Preview
window itself use your entire screen size. Select Partial
screen to have the Preview window use part of the screen
only.

Report Printer Select the printer that you wish to use as your default
printer for reports. Click the Default radio button if you
want to use your Default printer as set up in your
Windows Control panel, or click Specific and select an
alternate printer.

Receipt print You may set a specific printer for printing Receipt
specifications on.

Settings saved by station
The options you set in the Workstation Options window will be saved by
workstation (i.e. Windows user), so that if different Windows users are connected to
different printers, each user can set up their own printer options and other
preferences without affecting other users.

Setting Workstation Options
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Setting Currency Information
The File | Currency Codes function allows you to set up currency codes for the
various currencies you will need for your company. If you’re using a single currency
system, you will only require one currency, and then you will need to set that
currency as the home currency. In a multi-currency system, you can set up as many
currencies as you require, and, as with single currency systems, you will need to
select one currency as your home currency.

The currency maintenance function is only available to the System Administrator
(login ID SYS).

Currency File Locations
When you create a new Adagio database for the first time, you will be prompted for
the Currency path:

Select C:\SOFTRAK\SYSTEM, where C:\ is the drive on which your Adagio
programs are installed. This directory contains some basic currency information that
you can use as a starting point.

Setting Currency Information
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Home Currency
The default currency indicates which currency will be used as the default for the
home currency when creating a database. When you enter the File | Currency Codes
function, you are presented with a list of currencies, plus a field for setting your
default, or home, currency:

Setting Currency Information
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Chapter 3

Setting Up Adagio
BankRec

You’re almost ready to start using Adagio BankRec. There are just a few more items
that you will need to set up in order to take full advantage of the many features
available in the Adagio system.

• Entering the Company Profile
• Adding Banks
• Purging Bank Notes
• Setting Distribution Codes

• Setting Distribution Sets
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Company Profile
The first step is to provide information about your company by selecting Company
Profile from the Edit menu. There are three tabbed data entry screens to complete:

• Company Profile
• Interfaces
• Options

Profile Tab
The Company Profile tab allows you to enter general information about your
company, such as your company name, address and contact numbers.

Company Profile
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Enter the appropriate information in the Company Name, Address, Zip/Postal,
Phone and Fax fields as you want this information to appear on reports, labels, 1099
forms, advices and checks.

Field Description

Format phone? If you check this box, the phone number entered in the
Phone and Fax fields in this data screen will appear with
the area code in parentheses and with a hyphen between
the first three and last four digits.

Company number This field may be left blank or used to identify Adagio
BankRec records for different companies or divisions.

Contact person This field may be left blank, but can be used to identify
contact persons when more than one company or division
is identified in the above field.

Use multicurrency Turn this checkbox on if you want this data set to be able
to read in, post, and process data from multiple currencies.
When you turn this option on, certain fields and functions
specific to multi-currency data sets will become available
to you.

NOTE: Once you turn the multicurrency option on, you
cannot turn it off again. You may choose not to use the
multicurrency functions in the future, but you cannot simply
turn it off at a future date.

Home Currency (This field was formerly called Currency, and was not
editable in the earliest versions of Adagio BankRec.)

This field displays the default currency code you’ve set up
in Adagio MultiCurrency or in Adagio BankRec’s
Currency Codes function.

NOTE: Th e Currency Codes function will only appear in
BankRec if you don’t have Adagio MultiCurrency installed.
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Field Description

Default rate type This field is available to users who’ve activated
multicurrency only.

Select your preferred default rate type for use in BankRec.
It should be the rate type you use most often. However,
the default rate type can be changed as needed when you
are editing batches and so forth.

Rate types are set in the Adagio MultiCurrency module;
for more information on rate types, you should refer to the
Adagio MultiCurrency manual or help file.

Number of
decimals

This field displays the number of decimals that are used
for the home currency you specify. It cannot be changed
here; it must be changed in Adagio MultiCurrency or in
the Adagio BankRec Currency Codes function.

NOTE: The Currency Codes function will only appear in
BankRec if you don’t have Adagio MultiCurrency installed.
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Interfaces Tab
The Interfaces tab allows you to indicate which other Adagio modules you want to
integrate with Adagio BankRec. For example, if you have Adagio Receivables
installed, you will want BankRec to know this so that it can create retrieval batches
for Adagio Receivables. This screen also gives you some control over how BankRec
integrates with Adagio Ledger and Receivables.

The first four check boxes allow you to indicate whether or not you want Adagio
BankRec to interface with other Adagio modules. For example, if you want BankRec
to create retrieval batches for Adagio Receivables, you will want to turn the
Receivables Interface check box on.

The use of Payment Methods within Adagio Receivables 9.0A and higher controls
how Receivables receipts are retrieved to Adagio BankRec. Please refer to the
Adagio Receivables online Help documentation for more information on Payment
Methods.
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You can only retrieve checks data from either Adagio Payables or
Adagio Checks, not both. When the Adagio Checks option is turned
on, the check batches you post in that module will be retrieved into
Adagio BankRec using the Retrieve option on the Maintenance
menu.

Setting integration with either Receivables or Payables is a default
value only. When you add banks to BankRec, you can change this
option for each individual Bank you set up. See the section on
Adding Banks later in this chapter.

Setting the Ledger Options
The following table describes the Ledger options fields on this tab:

Field Description

Use department
codes

Select this option if you use a general ledger system with
department codes. If your general ledger uses
departments, you must select this option in order to be
able to allocate to the department level. If your company
does not currently use department codes, but may do so in
the future, you can select this option after the adoption of
department codes.

Consolidate bank
transactions

Turn this option on if you want transaction details
consolidated in your general ledger. When you post
transactions, BankRec will produce just one debit or credit
entry in your general ledger for each batch entry you post
in BankRec.

NOTE: The check#/bank ref# range overrides whatever else
you may have selected to send to the GL Reference and
Description, but only for the bank GL account detail and only if
you select the 'Consolidate Bank Transactions' option.

Posting puts 'ConsolCHKRUN' into the GL reference to
indicate there is more than one check. The GL description
becomes the check range for the Bank GL account.

Prompt to
consolidate?

Turn this option off if you never want to be prompted to
consolidate transactions after printing the
Print/Consolidate GL Transactions report. It will prevent
users from accidentally consolidating transactions.
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Field Description

Include batch info
in desc.1?

Turn this check box on if you want to see the posting
sequence (batch #, entry #, etc.) in the G/L description
field.

This field is not active if User defined has been selected in
the Send to G/L Description field.

Send to Reference Indicate what you want sent to the general ledger
reference field when a transaction from Adagio BankRec is
retrieved in the general ledger:

� Name

� Document description(description from the header or
detail sections

� Document reference (reference from the header
section)

� Check number

Send to Description Indicate what you want sent to the general ledger
description field when a transaction from Adagio BankRec
is retrieved in the general ledger:

� Name

� Document description

� Document reference

� Check number

� User Defined (refer to Appendix B for a complete list
of user defined codes and how they may be used). This
selection affects both the Batch and Other user defined
format fields.
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Field Description

Validate closed
periods

Adagio BankRec will respect general ledger fiscal periods
that have been closed to further posting. Choose one of
three options for determining how you want BankRec to
handle transaction that would be posted to a closed period
in the general ledger:

� Allow - Users may post BankRec transactions to any
period whether or not it has been closed within the
general ledger.

� Warn only - A warning will display when the user
clicks OK to accept transaction entered. Select ‘No’ to
revise the date. Selecting ‘Yes’ will allow the batch to
be posted.

� Disallow - An error will display as follows and you
will be unable to close and accept the transaction
without first changing the date.

Company Profile
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Setting the Receivable Options
The following table describes the Receivable options fields on this tab:

Field Description

Posting mode When you post batches in Adagio BankRec, you can either
Create retrieval files, which then need to be specifically
retrieved into Adagio Receivables via the Maintenance |
Retrieve function; or you can Directly create batches
which will simply appear in Adagio Receivables’ Batch
Entry function.

Your choice here depends on whether you prefer to only
retrieve batches as you are ready to process them or not.

Send to Description Indicate what you want sent to the Receivables description
field when a transaction from Adagio BankRec is retrieved
in Adagio Receivables:

� Name

� Document description

� Bank reference

� Check number

Autopay by This allows you to control how the Autopay function
works. This function can automatically apply payments to
several invoices based on the total payment you enter.
Autopay can rank the invoices in two different ways. If
you want Autopay to select invoices with the earliest due
date first, then select Due date. Or, select Transaction date
to have Autopay pay the invoices in order according to
their transaction date.

Autopay use credits This option indicates whether or not you want Autopay to
use credits, and if so, in what order.

Never — Autopay never uses credits to pay invoices.

Cash first — Autopay will always use cash payments to
apply to invoices before using credits.

Credit first — Autopay will always use credits on an
account before resorting to cash to apply to invoices.
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Field Description

Show All
Transactions

If you would like the Balances function to show all
transactions, including those that have already been
reconciled, turn this option on. Note that this is just a
default setting. You can elect to hide the reconciled
transactions from the View Transactions window. See
Chapter 5 for more information.

Warn if customer
on hold in entry?

In Adagio Receivables, you can put a customer ‘on hold’.
You may do this if they have exceeded their credit limit,
for example.

When you’re working in Adagio BankRec, perhaps
entering receipts from a customer who’s been put on hold,
you can receive a warning about their hold status by
turning this option on.

When this option is turned on, you are also given the
ability to remove the hold from the customer file after a
receipt has been entered. See the section on Entering

Batches, beginning on page , for more information.

Setting the Payroll Defaults
This section only displays if a prbrbatch.xxx file exists in your data (where 'xxx' refers
to the data's 3-character data extension).

If you also use a supported payroll program and it does not create a batch file that
already contains the Payroll Bank and Payroll Clearing Acct information, you can
either emter the information or select it using the Finder buttons. BankRec respects
account and department code formatting set in Adagio Ledger.

If the payroll batch file already contains this information, it will override anything
entered in this section of the Company Profile.

If you leave one or both fields blank and the payroll batch file does not already
contain the Payroll Bank and Payroll Clearing Acct information, you will receive an
error message indicating you have an undefined payroll bank or payroll clearing
account and the retrieve from payroll has been been cancelled.

If you use more than one Payroll Bank and Payroll Clearing Acct in your company,
it is advisable to have the appropriate fields stored in the retrieval batch file; or
remember to change them accordingly here.
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Options Tab
The Options tab contains fields which allow you to determine how and what
information you want Adagio BankRec to process. BankRec respects account and
department code formatting set in Adagio Ledger.

The following table describes the fields on the first section of the Options tab.

Field Description

Default Bank Select the bank that you use most frequently in BankRec.
When you create a new batch, this will automatically be
selected as the bank for the new batch. It’s intended to
save you time, but of course you can change the bank for
each batch you create.
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Field Description

Days to keep
history for

The number of days you decide to keep period end
historical data regarding fully paid transactions can be
changed at any time. You may want to set this number
high so that you retain a long history of transactions.
When questions regarding specific transactions arise, you
will be able to view the history and solve problems to help
you and your vendors. While this data may not be used for
many months, it can be valuable when questions arise
about past transactions which are not easily remembered.
The default value for this field is 365.

Use bank NSF G/L
Account

Turn this option on to have NSF fees charged distributed
to the Service Charge GL account specified within the
Bank record.

Leave this option off to have NSF fees charged to the NSF
G/L Account specified within the Company Profile.

NSF customer
charge

Enter the amount you want customer's charged if their
checks go NSF. This will be used as a default only.

NSF G/L Acct Specify a default G/L account for NSF charges. This is the
account that will be used by default when you create new
banks, and if you did not already choose to use the bank’s
NSF G/L account for NSF charges.

Purchase discount
G/L

Select the general ledger account to use for purchase
discounts.

Check for
duplicates

If you elect to check for duplicates, Adagio BankRec will
create an error batch when you try to post any transactions
containing duplicate check/reference numbers. Otherwise,
Adagio BankRec will allow you to these.

Allow edit of
retrieved batches

If this option is turned on, you are able to edit transactions
that have been retrieved from other modules. Normally,
this option should be left off, since editing retrieved
batches may cause inconsistencies in your data.
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Field Description

Tax tracking? Turn this option on if you report on tax information.
Adagio BankRec distributes purchase and tax amounts to
the general ledger by way of distribution codes. When you
post a purchase or tax amount you select a distribution
code that has been linked to a general ledger account. This
allows the transaction amount to be distributed to the
general ledger for reporting on the trial balance and on
financial statements.

Allow print receipts Turn this option on if you wish to be able to print receipts.
If you turn this option on, an additional tab will appear in
the Company Profile, the Receipts tab, where you can set
up your receipt defaults.

Auto-backup after
DIC?

Turn this option on to ensure Adagio BankRec
automatically performs a backup of Receivables data
immediately after Data Integrity Check completes. If
integrity is clean, it appends _Clean to the end of the
backup file name. In the event Data Integrity Check finds
errors and presents the Rebuild button, a backup is
performed prior to rebuilding errors in DIC. The backup
will have _Prebuild appended to the zip file name. Refer
to the online Help documentation or Adagio

Fundamentals manual for more information.

Auto-post after
retrieve A/R?

Turn this option on if you want batches retrieved from
Adagio Receivables 9 to automatically post after they are
retrieved into Adagio BankRec.

NOTE: Existing batches that have retrieved transactions
appended to them will be posted also.

Auto-post after
retrieve A/P?

Turn this option on if you want batches retrieved from
Payables to automatically post after they are retrieved into
Adagio BankRec.

Auto-post after
retrieve PR?

Turn this option on if you want batches retrieved from
third party Payroll programs to automatically post after
they are retrieved into Adagio BankRec.
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Batch Options Section

Field Description

Batch description Use this field to enter a default description for each new
batch created. You may also use three BankRec variables
that will automatically enter specific information in the
description.

� Enter %usr to automatically include the Adagio UserID
of the person who creates the batch.

� Enter %dat to automatically include the system date
the batch was created.

� Enter %tim to automatically include the system time
the batch was created.

NOTE: This affects batches created by BankRec only and not
batches retrieved from other applications or imported.

Batch description
date format

Select one of the following formats for the %dat variable to
use in the Batch description:

� Windows short - from Windows Regional settings
� Windows long - from Windows Regional settings
� Rpt. options (Hdr) - as specified in Reports | Options
� Rpt. options (Det) - as specified in Reports | Options

Batch description
time format

Select to use either a 12-hour or 24-hour time format for
the %tim variable to use in the Batch description.

The bottom of the Options tab displays some information that may be of use to you
from time to time. It shows the Next batch number, the Next posting sequence, and
the dates for the Last period end and the Last year end.

Company Profile
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Tax Tracking Tab
This tab only display if the Tax tracking? option is turned on in the Company
Profile, Options tab.

This tab is only used if you report tax information. For example, one of the most
common uses for tax codes is VAT reporting.

Adagio BankRec records sales and tax amounts by way of distribution codes. (See the
Distribution Codes section for more information). When you post a sales or tax
amount, for example, you can select a distribution code with an attached General
Ledger account code that you will setup in the Distribution Codes function. This
method permits the amount to be distributed to the General Ledger, which then
allows the tax liability to appear on financial statements. The distribution code can be
conveniently named, so that if you are entering an amount of a certain kind of tax,
selecting the right distribution code will be easy. Using distribution codes means you
don’t have to remember the correct General Ledger code each time.

Here in the Company Profile, you can set up a tax code table. You can then attach tax
codes to Distribution Codes. This means that when you process invoices by selecting
distribution codes (rather than General Ledger account codes), you are also
automatically selecting tax codes that match the General Ledger account code for the
particular tax. This allows you to:

• generate tax reports from within Adagio BankRec in order to write checks for
tax collected; and

• print out the reports necessary for certain types of required tax reporting, such
as VAT reporting.

The following table describes the fields on the first section of the Tax Tracking tab.

Field Description

Include on tax
tracking report

The choice is between All details or Only details with
distrib. codes. If you will be keeping track of taxes such as
the Canadian GST or VAT, then you will use the Tax
Tracking Report as a basis for your remittance and should
choose All details.

Allow edit of tax
code

By turning this option off, your invoicing data entry screen
will present the default tax code, which cannot be edited.
If you collect taxes such as the GST, VAT or PST, or any
state or sales tax, then you will be creating distribution
codes with tax codes that have been set up, prior to
entering transactions. Therefore, you will not need to edit
tax codes.
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Field Description

Definable tax code
name

The default is Tax code, however if you collect only one
tax such as the Canadian GST or VAT, you may elect to
change this to GST or VAT. If you collect more than one
tax, leave the default.

Next, you set up your tax code descriptions.

Field Description

Tax Code /
Description

Enter the tax descriptions for each tax code (0-9) that you
intend to use for tax reporting or other purposes.
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Reports/Receipts Tab
If you haven't turned the “Allow print receipts” option 'on' in the Options tab, only
the Report Options will appear on this tab. You must enable the option to be able to
see the Receipt Options section and set default receipt preferences.
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Report Options
This is after the Report Options heading.

Field Description

Posting Journal
G/L Distributions
summarized by

When you post your bank reconciliations to the G/L, you
can choose how the G/L distributions are summarized.
You can have them summarized by Account/Dept. or by
Distribution/Account/Dept.

Force listing of
batches

If this option is turned on, the software will insist that a
batch listing be printed before it will allow the batch to be
posted. If you regularly check batch listings against
original documents, it may be beneficial to turn this option
on.

Force listing of
retrieved batches

Similar to the above option, but this option pertains to
batches that have been retrieved from Adagio Payables. If
you are certain that batch listings are printed and checked
for accuracy from Adagio Payables prior to retrieval into
BankRec, you may wish to leave this option turned off.

Auto print posting
journal after post?

If you have this option turned on, the software will
automatically open the Print Posting Journal dialog
directly after a batch has been posted. This serves as a
good reminder to print a posting journal each time you
post batches.

NOTE: Even if this option is turned on, you can still elect not
to print a posting journal by clicking on the Close button on the
Print Posting Journal window when it appears.

Allow post journal
purge

Turn this option on if you want to allow BankRec posting
journals to be purged after printing. Posting journals will
need to be printed and purged prior to completing Year
End. Turn the option off and BankRec will not prompt to
clear posting journals after they are printed. Posting
journals will be purged automatically by Year End
processing.
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Receipt Options

Field Description

Receipt # prefix If you want your auto-generated receipt numbers to have a
prefix, enter that prefix here. Your prefix can be up to
three characters long and can contain any alphanumeric
characters.

Next receipt # Enter the receipt number you wish to start with. After you
click OK to save your receipt options, the receipt numbers
will be auto-generated starting from this number. This
number will increase by one each time a new receipt is
issued.

Print receipts by
default

When you’re entering receipts, the batch entry window
will have an option to Print Receipt. If you generally will
want to print receipts whenever possible, you can turn this
option on in the Company Profile, to ensure that in the
batch entry window the Print Receipt checkbox will be on
by default. If you don’t usually print receipts, leave this
option off. In either case, this is a default only and can be
changed for each receipt that is generated.

Mark faxed receipts
as printed

If you will be using the faxing option at times, in place of
printing and mailing a receipt, and you want to ensure
that faxed receipts are treated as having been printed, turn
this option on.

Mark emailed
receipts as printed

If you will be using the emailing option at times, in place
of printing and mailing a receipt, and you want to ensure
that emailed receipts are treated as having been printed,
turn this option on.

When you have set all the options in the Company Profile to meet your needs, click
OK to close the window and save your settings. If you want to close the window
without keeping any of the changes you made to the settings, click the Cancel
button.
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Adding Banks
To access the Bank setup screen, select Banks from the Edit menu. The Edit Banks
window will open, which lists all banks currently entered in your system.

A bank must be created before you are able to post transactions to it and
subsequently reconcile it. Within a bank's setup, you will define how the bank
interfaces with other Adagio programs that can send and/or receive transactions to
Adagio BankRec. You will determine if this bank will use electronic reconciliation
(i.e. bank statements downloaded from the actual bank dealt with and then imported
to BankRec) and how you want reconciliation matching to be handled. Additionally,
you will define the GL accounts used by BankRec, if NSF fees are used and if
automatic trnasfers of amounts from this bank to another bank set up in BankRec are
used, etc..

To add a bank to the list, click the New button. The Edit Bank window will open,
with the Bank tab selected.
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Bank Tab
The Bank tab allows you to enter basic information about the bank, such as contact
and address information.

The following fields are found in the Bank screen:

Field Description

Bank code Enter a code for a bank you use. This could be a
recognizable abbreviation of the branch used.

Active If at some point in the future you close your account at this
bank, you can uncheck this option so that no more
transactions can be posted to this bank. It’s better to mark
a bank inactive than to delete it.

NOTE: You cannot delete a bank until all reconciliation records
have been purged.

Bank name Enter the bank’s full name to act as the description of the
above bank.
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There are also optional fields for the bank’s address, and contact information, which
may be useful to identify the bank, or for future reference.

Interface Tab
The Interface tab allows you to select options for how transactions posted to this
bank will interface with other Adagio modules (eg. Receivables and Payables),
electronic reconciliation and your auto matching preferences during reconciliation.
BankRec respects account and department code formatting set in Adagio Ledger.
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The following table describes the fields on the Interfaces tab:

Field Description

Receivables
interface

Turn this option on if you want transactions posted to this
bank to be included in the retrieval batch destined for
Adagio Receivables.

If Adagio Receivables is 9.0A or higher and cash receipts
will be sent from AR for retrieval into BR, it is important
you fully set up Payment Methods within Receivables.
Payment methods are used to assign the receipt to a BR
bank and determine how the receipt is retrieved into BR.
Please refer to the Adagio Receivables online Help
documentation for detailed information on setting up
Payment Methods.

Clearing account If you elected to integrate with Adagio Receivables, you
must select a GL account that will be used for Receivables
clearing.

Payables interface Turn this option on if you want BankRec to interface with
Adagio Payables. This will allow you to select a GL
clearing account that will be used for A/P clearing, and a
Payables bank code.

Clearing account If you have elected to integrate with Adagio Payables, you
must select a GL clearing account that will be used for
Payables clearing.

Payables bank code You must also select a Payables bank code to associate
with this bank.

Update Payables
Check
Reconciliation

When you reconcile checks in Adagio BankRec, you can
have BankRec automatically update your Payables Check
Reconciliation. To do this, select either Pending (check
will show as O>C or O>R in Payables) or Completed
(check will show in Payables as R or C). Pending
requires that you post the reversed check's O>R entry in
Payables to have the invoice set back up for payment
and may offer you more control. While Completed
automatically sets the invoice back up for payment in
Payables.
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Field Description

Electronic
reconciliation?

If you are able to receive bank statements electronically,
turn this option on. This will allow you to reconcile your
bank accounts straight from your statement, making the
reconciliation process much faster and easier.

The remaining fields appear only if this checkbox is turned
on.

For more information on electronic reconciliation, see the
Electronic Reconciliation section in Chapter 5.

Electronic recon.
file format

You will also need to specify the electronic file format in
which you receive your bank statements. Your options are
CSV and OFX.

If your bank offers electronic statements for QuickBooks,
Quicken, or Microsoft Money, those statements are in the
OFX format, which is a common format used by many
banks.

File name This field only appears if OFX was selected as the file
format. Enter the name of the downloaded bank statement
file.

Delete import file
on success?

This field only appears if OFX was selected as the file
format. Indicate whether the downloaded bank statement
file should be deleted immediately after it is successfully
imported to the reconciliation window. Deleting the file
can prevent it being imported more than once and causing
duplication.

NOTE: For CSV files, there is a Delete import file on
success? field available within the Import template for the
bank statement.
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Field Description

Import template
name

This field will only appear if you’ve selected CSV as your
Electronic recon. file format.

If you intend to download electronic statements in CSV
format, you must set up an import template for the
statements. See the section on Importing Bank Statements
in Appendix A.

Once you’ve created an appropriate import template for
this bank, select it here.

File name This field will only appear if you’ve selected OFX as your
Electronic recon. file format.

This field allows you to set the default file location and
name for importing OFX bank statements. However, this
is just a default; you can select the file from the
reconciliation window when you click the Import Stmt
button there.

Unmatch debit GL
default / Unmatch
credit GL default

With each electronic bank statement you import, there
may be entries that Adagio BankRec was unable to match
to your existing data. In this event, you must select a GL
account to use for these unmatched entries.

Unmatched entries will often be things like service charges
or interest charges, so you may want to set these GL
accounts with that in mind.

However, they might also be things like regular automatic
withdrawals or regular account transfers which have not
already been entered into BankRec. If this is the case, we
recommend you set up Statement Rules (refer to page
5-108) to both flag these regular unmatched transactions
and to define what specific GL accounts these particular
transactions will be posted to. Otherwise, they will be
posted to the Unmatch debit / credit GL accounts.

When you have unmatched entries, Adagio BankRec
creates a new batch for them, using these GL accounts as
the default. The batch entries can be edited as needed,
though.
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Field Description

Auto Match Rules

Auto match on
reference/amount

If Electronic reconciliation is enabled, this option is also
enabled by default and cannot be changed. This is the first
phase of auto matching. In order for transactions to be
matched, the Reference (or check) code and the amount of
the transactions must be the same and the dates are
compared to confirm that they are okay. Dates are
considered acceptable if the bank transaction date is later
than or equal to the BankRec transaction date, or if they
satisfy any of the Allow ### days options that have been
enabled.

Auto match on
date/amount

With this option enabled, for those transactions that
weren't matched in the first phase, a second phase of auto
matching ignores the transaction reference. It compares
the bank and BankRec transaction amounts for matching
transactions, then their dates are compared to confirm they
match. Dates are considered acceptable if the bank
transaction date is later than or equal to the BankRec
transaction date, or if they satisfy any of the Allow ###
days options that have been enabled. This option is often
useful when reconciling deposits.

Require reference
match on
withdrawals

As this option depends on the Auto match on
date/amount option, it is inactive if Auto match on
date/amount is disabled. When enabled, for
withdrawal/payment transactions only, if the Reference
(check number) of the bank transactions does not exactly
match the BankRec transaction, the entry will not be auto
matched.

Allow #### days
before clearing date

Often a transaction will be posted with a date of issue (eg.
check date) and will clear the bank at a different later date.
Use this option to control the number of days after the
issue date that the clearing date may be and still be auto
matched during reconciliation.
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Field Description

Allow #### days
after clearing date

Sometimes a transaction will clear the bank before the
actual issue date (eg. check date). Use this option to
control the number of days prior to the issue date that the
clearing date may be. BankRec will use this setting when
it is auto matching transactions. If this option is disabled
and a bank transaction has a clearing date that is earlier
than the actual transaction date, the transactions will not
be automatched.

NOTE: For deposits, if the Reference code matches, based on the above settings, auto
matching may occur when the clearing date is earlier than the date entered in BankRec.
If the Reference code does not match, the date entered in BankRec must equal the
clearing date for the transaction to be auto matched.
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Series Tab
The Series Tab allows you to enter more specifics to help identify the bank and other
options. BankRec respects account and department code formatting set in Adagio
Ledger.

The following table describes the fields on the Series tab:

Field Description

Account number Enter the account number for the account you hold at the
bank. This is useful to identify the bank in Adagio, and for
future reference.

Deposit prefix Enter the deposit prefix for the bank. All deposits are
grouped with a single reference that will be prefixed by
this code.
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Field Description

Use date for
sequence

If you would like to use the current date as the deposit
sequence for this bank, turn this checkbox on. If it is
turned off, Adagio BankRec will use a simple numerical
value (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4...)

Next deposit
sequence

This field is not editable. It simply shows you what the
next number in the deposit sequence will be, for your
reference.

NOTE: If you have the above field (Use date for sequence)
turned on, BankRec will automatically use the current date as
the deposit sequence. Since the date of a future deposit cannot be
determined, if you have the above option turned on, this field
should be ignored.

Bank GL Account Select the general ledger account that will be used for this
bank.

Error GL Account Select the general ledger error account that will be used for
errors posted to this bank.

Interest GL Select the general ledger interest account that will be used
for interest posted to this bank.

Service charge GL Select the general ledger service charge account that will
be used for service charges and other bank fees posted to
this bank.

Bank NSF Fee Indicate the amount your bank charges you for NSF
checks.
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Field Description

Opening Balance If you are adding a new bank, you can enter the opening
balance here.

If you are editing a currently listed bank, you cannot edit
this field.

If, on performing your first reconciliation, you discover
that the opening balance has been entered incorrectly, you
will need to post a single payment or receipt to correct the
recorded BankRec balance. The general ledger
transactions generated by posting this receipt/payment
should not be retrieved to the general ledger, or should be
deleted without posting.

Last Statement Shows the amount and date of your last statement entered
in Adagio BankRec via the Balances function.

Automatic transfer
on posting

Enable this option to have the batch total of transactions
posted in this bank automatically transferred to another
bank immediately after the batch is posted.

For example, it may be useful to set up a PAD bank
wherein the payment details from Adagio Receivables are
stored and/or to set up a Payroll bank wherein the
individual payroll checks are stored. The total of each
batch of these details would be automatically transferred
to the operating bank account for which bank
reconciliation is performed.

NOTE: These types of transactions are less likely to experience
reversals. However, should one become necessary, the detail
transaction could be reversed in this bank and a manual entry
could be created and posted to the operating bank account.

Next sequence By default, this field is '0' and automatic transfer entries
are assigned a Reference pf AT-####/#### (where 'AT'
stands for Automataic Transfer, the leading ####/ is the
batch number and the trailing #### is the entry number
within the batch). You may choose to enter a particular
sequence number to be used when the next AT transaction
is created. If so, enties are assigned a Reference of AT-and
a sequential number of up to seven characters starting at
the number you enter in this field, eg. AT- 25.
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Field Description

Transfer to Bank Select the Bank to which this bank's batch total amounts
are to be transferred.

Fee transferred
separately

When this option is on, BankRec will create one
transaction for the posted batch total and a separate
transaction for each fee charged. When the option is off,
any fee(s) charged will be added to the posted batch total
transaction.

Fee percentage If this is an actual bank and it charges your company a
percentage of the amount transferred to another bank
account, enter that percentage here.

or Amount If this is an actual bank and it charges your company a flat
fee for each amount transferred to another bank account,
enter the amount of that fee here.

per transaction Turn this option 'off' to have a lump sum fee charged for
the total transfer amount posted. Turning the option 'on'
will create a fee for each transfer contained in the posted
batch.

Fee Ledger Account If a fee percentage or amount is being charged to you,
select the GL account and department (if used) the fee
applies to
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Notes Tab
This tab allows you to add and maintain notes on each bank. The date and the user’s
ID is recorded with each note so that you can keep track of them.

The following table describes the fields on this tab:

Field Description

Additional
Comments

You can use this field to enter simple additional
comments. These comments can be edited by any user and
at any time. If you want to maintain more detailed notes,
enter a Bank Note using the fields below.

Sort notes by You can sort the Notes list by User or by Date / time.

Notes list This box lists all the notes for this bank.
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Adding Bank Notes

To add a new Bank Note, double-click an empty line in the Notes list. The Edit Bank
Note window will open.

The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

User This field displays the current user. Every note records the
current user so that you will always know who wrote
which notes. If you want to change the user ID recorded
with this note, enter the user ID in this field.

Date This field displays the current date, which is recorded with
the note. If you want the note to appear with a different
date, click the Calendar button and select the desired date.

Time This field displays the current time. You can edit this field
if needed.

Notes Enter the note here.

When finished, click OK and the note will be added to the Bank’s information.
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Viewing Bank Notes

To view a note, select the note in the Notes list on the Notes tab. Then click the Edit
button.

Spell Checker for Notes

The Notes function includes a spell checking feature. To activate it, press F7 in the
Additional comments or Notes fields. For more information on using the spell
checker, see your Adagio Fundamentals manual.
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Purge Bank Notes
This function can be used to delete all current notes made on selected banks. You
may want to purge your bank notes on occasion, perhaps during each period end, to
prevent the notes files from becoming too unwieldy.

You may want to print the Bank Notes report for your files before
you purge bank notes from your Adagio data. See the section in
Chapter 6 for more information on the Bank Notes report.

To use this function, select Purge Bank Notes from the Maintenance menu. The
following window appears:

You have the option to purge bank notes based on the bank code, the user ID of the
user who entered the notes, and the note date.
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The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Bank Choose a starting and ending range of bank codes.

� If you wanted to purge all notes, regardless of bank
code, based on the note date, you would accept the
defaults here.

� If you wanted to purge only notes for a particular bank,
you would enter that bank’s number in both the
Starting and Ending fields.

� Or, select a range of banks if you want multiple banks’
notes purged.

User As with the bank code, enter a starting and ending range
of user IDs, to delete only notes entered into the bank file
by specific users.

Older than Use this field to restrict the deletion of bank notes to only
notes that are older than the date entered here. By default,
the program will delete bank notes that are more than one
year old, but you can change this value to any date you
wish.

When you’ve set your purge ranges, click Proceed. BankRec will purge the bank
notes that fell within the ranges you specified, and then will let you know that the
purge process is complete.
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Adding Distribution Codes
Adagio BankRec distributes transactions to the general ledger by way of distribution
codes which are attached to general ledger accounts. Different distribution codes can
be attached to the same general ledger account and department and present a
convenient way to classify, for example, expense types, and to distribute data to the
general ledger.

To set up distribution codes select Edit | Distributions from the Menu bar. The Edit
Distributions window will open, which lists all distribution codes currently in your
database.
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To add a new distribution code, click the New button. The Edit Distribution
window will open.

The Edit Distribution window contains the following fields:

Field Description

Distribution code Create a distribution code for each type of transaction you
want to keep track of. For example, INV for inventory
purchases, or TAX for state, GST or VAT taxes.

Description Enter a description for each distribution code.

Acct/Dept Enter the general ledger account, and the department if
you use departments. When you enter a distribution code
for purchases or taxes payable, select the relevant liability
control accounts. In the case of expenses such as freight,
you can select an expense account.

Tax code Enter the appropriate tax code.

Tax tracking Indicate whether you want transaction data to be retained
for reporting purposes. If you check this box, the Tax Type
fields appears.
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Field Description

Tax type This field only appears if you have selected Tax Tracking
above. Your options are:

� Purchase

� Tax

� Tax included purchase

If Purchase is selected, no other options are available. If
Tax is selected, then you are asked to provide the sales tax
percentage. If Tax included purchase is selected, then you
enter the sales tax percentage and the tax general ledger
account and department, if used.

Adagio BankRec will automatically calculate and separate
the tax amount from the amount entered.

Deleting Banks
Banks cannot be deleted if there are transactions posted for that bank.

To clear the posted transactions, first reconcile them and then run Period End to clear
all of the reconciled transactions.
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Adding Distribution Sets
You will recall from the previous section that a distribution code is used to distribute
or transfer costs to the general ledger. The code is a form of shorthand which
eliminates having to remember general ledger codes while also reducing the number
of keystrokes. Distribution sets are like distribution codes, although you can attach
many general ledger accounts to one distribution set. This can be useful if you have
several types of expenditures from, for example, a voucher that has to be routinely
posted to various general ledger accounts.

When creating distribution sets, you would ordinarily attach a variety of general
ledger expense accounts, although you may select from existing distribution codes to
add those linked accounts to the new distribution set.

Distribution sets are very useful for allocating credit card and other
expenses that impact multiple G/L account codes.

To create a new Distribution Set, select Distribution Sets from the Edit menu. The
Edit Distribution Sets list will open, which lists all Distribution Sets currently used
in your database.
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To add a Distribution Set to the list, click the New button. The New Distribution Set
window will open.

Within this window, the New button acts as an 'insert' and will
insert the new distribution detail before the detail that was
highlighted when New was selected.

At the top of the window, enter a Distribution Set code and a description of the set.
Then click the New button to add accounts to the set. The Edit Distribution Set
Detail window will open.
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The following table describes the fields on this window.

Field Description

Type This field is disabled, only allowing you to enter Purchases
as transaction types.

Distribution Select the distribution code you wish to use for this line in
the distribution set. Or, leave this field blank and manually
enter the G/L account and department, as well as the tax
code, in the following fields.

Acct/Dept These fields will automatically be populated with the G/L
account and department assigned to the distribution code
in the preceding field. In this case, the fields will be grayed
out and cannot be edited.

However, if you did not select a distribution code in the
previous field, you can manually select your G/L account
and department here.

Tax code This field will automatically be populated with the tax
code assigned to the distribution code selected in the
Distribution field. In this case, the field will be grayed out
and cannot be edited.

However, if you did not select a distribution code in the
Distribution field, you can manually select a tax code
here.

Tax rate This field displays the tax rate for the tax code.

Description Enter a brief description here, for reference purposes.
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Adding Email Cover Sheets
Adagio BankRec includes the option to e-mail receipts in PDF format to your
customers.

PDF files are opened with Acrobat Reader from Adobe. Acrobat
Reader’s PDF is the most popular file format for distribution of
files over the Internet. If you need more information please visit
adobe.com.

To begin using the e-mail statement option, you must first set up Adagio BankRec.
This involves a few simple steps:

• Activate the email functionality on the Program | Options window. The
Email menu will not appear if this checkbox has not been turned on. See the
Setting General Options section beginning on page for more information.

• Set up your e-mail options on the Email or Fax/Email menu to indicate the
return address that should appear on your e-mails.

• Set up your cover letters for your e-mails. Adagio will use the cover letters as
the text of the actually e-mail files, and then will attach the customer’s
statement to the e-mail in PDF format.

• Enter customer e-mail addresses in each customer’s file, through the Edit
Customers function. (See Adagio Receivables for more information.)

Once you have taken care of the steps, you can e-mail receipts through the batches
function. The following sections will explain how to set up Adagio BankRec in each
of these areas, and how to use the Email Queue.

The name of the menu used for email functions may either be
“Email” or “Fax/Email”, depending on whether you have enabled
both faxing and emailing in your Program Options.

Email Setup
Emails to your customers should include a return email address so that if customers
have any questions about their receipts, they can simply hit “Reply to” on their email
and their question will get sent to the appropriate department.

For more information on setting up your email, see the online Adagio BankRec help
documentation or Adagio Fundamentals manual.
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Cover Sheets
When you send out an email receipt to customers, the receipt itself will be attached to
the email in PDF format. However, you will also want to include some text in the
email itself so that the customer knows what is attached and has other information
about their receipt, as you see fit.

For more information on creating cover sheets, see the Adagio Fundamentals manual
or view the Receivables Help file.

Customer Setup
See your Adagio Receivables manual for information on adding email addresses to
your customer files.

Emailing Your Receipts
Once you have set up Adagio BankRec for emailing, you can begin using the email
feature by printing a receipt as normal. This process is described in the Printing
Receipts section in Chapter 4. Just as you would normally print hard copies of
receipts, you can email them; all you need to do is click the Email button instead of
the Print button.

When you click Email, you can choose to send the email immediately by selecting the
Now option; or you can add it to the email queue. Once you’ve made your selection,
click OK.

Email Queue
All emailed documents appear in the email queue, whether they were emailed
immediately (using the Now radio button), were scheduled for emailing at a later
time, or were simply added to the queue to be emailed at your convenience.
Complete information on using the email queue can be found in the Adagio
Fundamentals manual or in the Adagio BankRec Help file.
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Chapter 4

Common Tasks

Now that you have Adagio BankRec installed and set up on your system, you can
start using the many time-saving and useful features in BankRec. In this chapter you
will learn how to do the common tasks, such as entering and posting batches. In the
next chapter, you’ll learn how to reconcile your Adagio data with your bank
statements, and print reports.

• Retrieving data
• Entering batches
• Copying batches
• Posting batches
• Printing Posting Journals
• Printing the G/L Transactions report
• Period end processing
• Year end processing
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Retrieving Data
Once you have posted checks in Adagio Payables or Checks or into a third party
payroll program, you can then retrieve the check batches into Adagio BankRec so
that the transactions are available for reconciliation. Receipts entered in Adagio
Receivables may be retrieved also. (These interfaces are set up on the Company
Profile, Interfaces tab - refer to page 3-5.)

Retrieving Adagio Payables Checks
To retrieve transactions from Adagio Payables, just follow these steps:

1) Ensure that you have posted the check batches in Adagio Payables.

2) In Adagio BankRec, select Retrieve | Payables from the Maintenance menu.
The Retrieve from Payables window will open. This window will indicate the
number of batches that are ready to be retrieved.

3) Click the Retrieve button. The window will then indicate the batch number(s)
retrieved, the number of payments in the batch(es), and it will indicate that the
retrieve process is complete.

4) Click the Close button to close the window.
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If you open the Open Batches window by clicking the Batch Entry button on the
main toolbar, you will notice that the batch(es) have been imported. The description
of the imported batch(es) will read “Retrieved from AP” so that you know they were
originally entered in Adagio Payables.

Retrieving Adagio Checks Batches
If you're not using Adagio Payables, Adagio BankRec now interfaces with Adagio
Checks instead. This interface option is turned on in the Company Profile's Interface
tab (see page 3-5).

Once you've activated the Adagio Checks interface, you can retrieve Checks batches
by selecting Checks from the Maintenance | Retrieve menu. If there are entries to be
retrieved, the following window will appear:

Click the Retrieve button to proceed. Adagio BankRec retrieves the Checks entries
and then gives you some information about the batches that were retrieved:

Click Close. The batches will now appear in your Batch Entry function.

Retrieving Data
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Retrieving Adagio Receivables 9.0
This function is only available if Adagio Receivables is version 9.0A or higher.

Ensure that you have posted the cash batches in Adagio Receivables.

In Adagio BankRec, select Retrieve | Receivables from the Maintenance menu. The
Retrieve from Receivables window will open. This window will indicate the
number of receipts that are ready to be retrieved.

How batches are initially retrieved from Receivables into BankRec is determined by
the options set within the Payment Methods defined in Adagio Receivables. Please
refer to your Adagio Receivables online Help documentation or manual for detailed
information on setting up Payment Methods.

Although you would generally accept the retrieval defaults for each set of receipts
being retrieved, after reviewing the information on this screen, you may choose to
highlight a set of receipts and adjust some of these settings.

Receipts that are to be 'AUTO' appended to an existing batch in
BankRec, will only be appended to a batch that was previously
retrieved from Adagio Receivables if one exists in the BankRec Open
Batches window. Otherwise, a new batch will be created. Receipts
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will not be appended to a batch that was originally created and
entered within BankRec.

If you open the Open Batches window by clicking the Batch Entry button on the
main toolbar, you will notice that the batch(es) have been retrieved. The description
of the imported batch(es) will read “Retrieved Receipts” or, in the case of credit card
receipts, will also indicate the Payment Method code so you can easily identify them
and know they were originally entered in Adagio Receivables.

Retrieving from Third Party Payroll programs
Ensure you have completed the third party program's required setup and posted the
check batches in the payroll program.

Ensure that the Payroll Defaults have been set appropriately on the Company
Profile, Interfaces tab (see page ). If your payroll program is set up to create a batch
file that already contains the Payroll Bank and Payroll Clearing Acct information,
you can ignore this step; wlthough it is advisable to set the defaults up regardless.

In Adagio BankRec, select Retrieve | Payroll from the Maintenance menu. The
Retrieve from Payroll window will open.

Click the Retrieve button. The window will then indicate the batch number(s) the
checks have been retrieved to and the number of payments in the batch(es).
Retrieving from Payroll will retrieve entries into one batch per retrieve (in the case
you accumulate several payroll runs).

Click the Close button to close the window.

Using Auto-Retrieve Batches on Start-up
Adagio BankRec allows you to set certain functions to automatically run when the
program starts up. One of these functions is Auto-Retrieve Batches which may be
turned on in the User Preferences - General tab. (Please refer to the online Help
documentation for information regarding User Preferences.). The Warn-Retrieve
Batches function (also set in User Preferences) is closely associated with the Auto
Retrieve Batches feature as follows:

Auto-Retrieve OFF
Warn-Retrieve OFF - When users log into BankRec, they receive no messages
regarding batches waiting to be retrieved.

Auto-Retrieve OFF
Warn-Retrieve ON - If the user logging into BankRec has retrieval rights, they will
receive a message there are batches waiting to be retrieved, along with a prompt to
optionally retrieve the batches. A user without retrieval rights will only receive the
message indicating there are batches waiting to be retrieved.
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Auto-Retrieve ON
Warn-Retrieve OFF - If the user logging into BankRec has retrieval rights, the
Retrieve batches window will automatically open at successful log on.

Auto-Retrieve ON
Warn-Retrieve ON - If the user logging into BankRec has retrieval rights, the
Retrieve batches window will automatically open at successful log on. A user
without retrieval rights will only receive the message indicating there are batches
waiting to be retrieved.

If 'Auto-Retrieve Batches' is turned 'on' and the 'Auto-post after
Retrieve?' option within the Company Profile (see page 3-10) is also
turned 'on', a batch that is auto-retrieved on start-up will also be
automatically posted.
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Entering Batches
This topic outlines how transactions are entered into Adagio BankRec. Similar to
other Adagio modules, transactions are entered into batches, which allow you to
lump many transactions into one large batch and post them all together.

You can view a list of open (unposted) batches from the Open Batches window. To
open this window, select Edit | Batch Entry from the main menu, or just click the
Batch Entry button on the toolbar.

If there are no open batches, the list will be empty. As you create new batches, they
can be seen listed on this window until you post them.

Entering Batches
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Creating a New Batch
To create a new batch, click the New button on the Open Batches window. The New
Batch window will open.

Select the bank code for the transactions you are about to enter, then enter a
description for the new batch. Adagio BankRec will automatically enter the default
batch description as set in the Company Profile, Options tab (see page 3-29), although
you can edit the description if you like. If you are creating a batch that will contain
deposits, please also read the Deposit Only Function section. When you are ready,
click the OK button.

At this point, two additional windows will open. First, the Batch List window will
open, which lists all transactions in this batch you are creating. If you are creating a
new batch, this list will be empty.

Second, the New Entry window will open on top of the Batch List. This is the
window you will use to enter the first transaction in this batch.

Adagio BankRec assigns a batch number beginning with number 1. If you open a
batch and do not enter any transactions and then exit, the empty batch is available
for editing the next time you open it.

Deposit Only Function
Adagio BankRec allows you to mix payments and deposits in a single batch.

However, you can specifically group a set of cash receipts into a single deposit by
selecting Deposit Only as the batch type. While any type of transaction may be
entered into a Deposit Only batch, only the Receipts will be included as part of the
"Deposit". Checks and Transfers will be sent as separate entries to the reconciliation.

All receipt entries will be grouped into a single deposit in your bank reconciliation
file. When viewing the deposit, you can double click to drill down and see the
individual check details that are included in that deposit.
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When you select a Deposit Only batch type, Adagio BankRec will automatically
generate a reference number to use for the deposit transaction, unless you type over
the words 'Auto-assign' with the reference you wish to use for the batch. References
that are 'Auto-assign' are controlled by settings within the Bank being used, and may
be edited if desired. Using the Rename batch feature is also a good way to change
the Auto-assign receipt Bank Reference.

If you create a regular batch when you intended to create a Deposit
Only batch, you can change the batch to a Deposit Only simply by
clicking the Rename button. The window that appears will give you
the option to re-enter the batch's description, but it will also include
the Deposit Only checkbox, which you can then turn on.

Entry Type
The first section of the New Entry window allows you to select what type of
transaction you are about to enter: a Receipt, Payment, or Transfer. Let’s start with
entering a receipt. The fields below will change depending on your selection here.

Adagio Receivables 9.0A Adagio Payables 8.1A and Adagio JobCost
8.1B allow creation of customer, vendor or job alerts respectively. If
any of these modules are in use, Customer and/or Vendor and/or Job
alerts that have been created for BankRec will pop-up during receipt
or payment entries that are associated with the customer, vendor or
job. Please refer to the online Help or manual for these modules for
more information on creating Customer, Vendor and Job Alerts.

Creating a New Batch
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Entering Receipts
If you are using Adagio Receivables 9.0A or higher, you may set up Receivable to
send receipts entered into it through to Adagio BankRec. Or, receipts may be entered
into BankRec for retrieval into Receivables. If you are using an earlier version of
Receivables, receipts must be entered into BankRec for subsequent retrieval into
Receivables.

Select Receipts at the top of the New Entry window to indicate that you will be
entering receipts. The fields on the window will now look like this:

Field Entry

Post as reconciled When you turn this option on and post this batch, this entry
will be considered already reconciled and will not be added
to the reconciliation function to be cleared at a later date.
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Field Entry

Bank reference The number entered here is the number that appears in the
Reconciliation function as the Bank Reference.

If set in the Company Profile (on the Interfaces tab), the
information in the Reference field can be transferred to the
G/L batch.

NOTE: If the Receipt entry is part of a Deposit Only batch,
the Bank reference will automatically be assigned based on
the information and options selected within the Bank
record, Series tab (see Chapter 3).

Date Enter the date for the receipt. The current date is the default.

NOTE: If this date falls within a closed Adagio Ledger 9 or higher
period and you have set the Validate closed periods option in the
BankRec Company Profile (see page 3-5) set to Disallow, you will
not be able to save the entry. If it is set to Warn Only, you will be
required to respond to the prompt before the entry is saved.

Method This field does not display until a customer is selected. You
can select either the Normal or Direct method for displaying
the customer’s transactions. See the paragraph following this
table for more information on selecting a method.

Show All
Transactions

Turn this option on to have BankRec display all transactions
for the customer you are about to select. If not turned on,
only outstanding transactions will display in the detail grid.

Entering Receipts
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Field Entry

Customer code Select the customer for this receipt. When you select a
customer, outstanding invoices will appear in the list at the
bottom of this window. (Depending on the version of
Receivables in use, you may be restricted as to the format
you use to enter your customer codes (eg. all uppercase).
Refer to the Customer tab within the Receivables Company
Profile for more information.)

NOTE: If you are uncertain as to the customer code to be used,
you may use the Finder button on this field to search for the
particular customer. (Refer to the online Help or Adagio
Fundamentals manual for more information on the Finders.)

Or, if you have Adagio Receivables 9 or higher, use the Find Cust.
button to the right of the window to search by Customer number,
Customer name, Phone number or a particular Document
number (this can be useful when you only know the
document/invoice number and no customer information to go with
it).

Check number You can have Adagio automatically assign a check number
by leaving this field with the default entry “Auto Assign.”
Or, you can enter the check number manually.

Print receipt If you wish to be able to print this receipt, turn this checkbox
on. When you do so, you will see the words "Auto Assign"
appear next to the checkbox. Adagio BankRec will
auto-assign the receipt number according to your Company
Profile options.

When you turn this option on, two buttons appear to your
right:

� Rec. Address - Click this button to verify the mailing
address, fax number, or email address that the receipt
will be sent to. The pop-up window that appears takes
the address and fax information from the Customer file
in Adagio Receivables (which is duplicated in Adagio
BankRec); and the email address is from the top of the
Customer file's Statement tab, marked Contact email.

� Print Rec. - Click this button to print the receipt.

See the section on Printing Receipts beginning on page 4-79
for more information on your print options.
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Field Entry

Receipt Enter the amount you have received from this customer

Unapplied This field displays the amount of the check that has yet to be
applied to invoices for this customer, to aid you in
distributing the full amount of the receipt if you're working
across multiple transactions for this customer.

Description You can enter a description for this receipt in this field if you
wish.

If set in the Company Profile (on the Interfaces tab), the
information in the Description field can be transferred to
the G/L batch.

Selecting a Method

When you are working with a customer whose Account type is Open item (as set in
their Customer file), you have two choices regarding the display of transactions:
Normal and Direct. The default is Normal; this option displays all transactions for
this customer. This may be less convenient than using the Direct option if a
particular customer has a large number of invoices.

If the customer’s Account type is Balance forward, the amount of cash entered will
automatically be applied to the oldest transaction(s) when the cash transaction is
posted.

Applying the Payment to Invoices
When you selected a customer code on the New Entry window, a list of open
invoices will have appeared in the list at the bottom of the window. You can easily
apply the payment to any of these invoices by selecting the appropriate invoice and
clicking the Edit button to open the Edit Cash Detail window (or just double-click
the invoice in the list).

A fast way to apply payment to invoices is to highlight the invoice(s)
to be paid and press the spacebar.
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This window shows you the same information that is displayed in the list on the
New Entry window, but it also includes the Applied amount field where you can
enter an amount from this payment that you want applied to this invoice. You can
either enter the entire amount that you have received, or just a partial amount. Click
the OK button when you are done.

You will now notice that the value in the Unapplied field has changed, since you
have applied an amount towards an invoice. This value will decrease until the total
payment has been applied.

To save you time, BankRec assumes that you will want to apply the
total possible amount of the payment to the selected invoice.
Therefore, it automatically determines the total possible amount and
enters it in the Applied amount field for you. You can, of course, change
this amount.

To save you even more time, you can apply the payment to the full
amount of the invoice by pressing the SPACEBAR with the line
highlighted. All available funds will be applied to the outstanding
amount of the invoice.

Cash Entry for Miscellaneous Receipts
If you want to post cash, but not to a customer, leave the customer number field
blank and complete the remaining data fields. You will need to enter the G/L
account and department in the Edit Cash detail window to indicate what the receipt
is for.

Adding a Distribution Set
If you want to use a distribution set for this receipt, click the Dist Set button on the
Edit Entry window. The Distribution Sets dialogue will open, which allows you to
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select a distribution set. Enter a distribution set and click OK. When you do, the Edit
Cash Detail window will open, allowing you to distribute the receipt amount.

Using the Autopay Feature
The Autopay feature is designed to save you time when entering payments on
receipts. When you select Receipts at the top of the New Entry window and select a
Customer code, the Autopay button will be enabled.

This button automatically applies the amount you enter in the Payment field to the
invoices displayed, starting with the earliest invoice or closest due date, depending
on your Company Profile options.

For example, imagine that your window listed two invoices, the first for $185, and
the second for $545. Let’s say the customer has sent you a check for $200. You can just
enter $200 into the Payment field, then click the Autopay button. BankRec will pay
the total amount for the earliest invoice, and the remaining amount for the second.

There are options that can be set for the Autopay feature in the
Company Profile. For example, you can have Autopay prioritize
invoices by either Due date or Invoice date. You can also select
whether to use credits or cash, or in what order. See the section on
editing the Company Profile in Chapter 3 for more information.

Viewing Customer Details “On the Fly”
You can view a customer’s details and statistics on the fly, directly from the New
Entry window; and, if you also have access to edit customer information, you will be
able to do this too. Once you select a customer in the Customer field, just click the
Customer button to open the customer’s window with details and statistics tabs. For
more information on this window, see the section on Customers in the next chapter.

The Customer fields and tabs presented to you can vary depending on
the version of Adagio Receivables being used. Please refer to your
Adagio Receivables online Help or manual for detailed information.
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Customers on Hold
Adagio BankRec includes the ability to receive a warning if you enter a receipt for a
customer is on hold. In Adagio Receivables, you can put a customer 'on hold' if they
have exceeded their credit limit, for example.

To use this feature in Adagio BankRec, you must first indicate in the Company
Profile that you wish to receive warnings for customers who are on hold. See the
Company Profile Interfaces tab (described beginning on page ) for more information.

Once the Company Profile setting on, the following steps describe how the 'on hold'
warning works in Batch Entry.

1) Click the Batch Entry button, and open a new or existing batch.

2) In the batch you've opened, click New to add a new entry.

3) In the New Entry window, enter Receipts as your Entry type, and then in the
Customer code field, select the customer code for the customer who's been put
on hold in Adagio Receivables.

4) Enter the receipt for that customer, as you normally would. When you are
finished, click OK.

The following window appears:

5) This window indicates that the customer is currently on hold, and it provides
you with information about their credit limit and their account's current
outstanding balance, before and after the payment you've just entered. It also
provides some statistical information from last year.

In our example, you can see that they were over their credit limit by more than
$5,000. But after a $7,500.00 Current payment we've just entered, their Balance
after payment is more than $2,000 below their Credit limit.
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6) At the bottom of this window, you will see the On hold checkbox. In an example
like ours, where the payment you're entering takes the customer below their
credit limit again, you may want to turn the On hold option off, depending on
your own company policies and procedures.

7) To turn the On hold option off, click that checkbox, and then click the Update
button. The customer information will be updated in Adagio Receivables.

To keep the customer on hold, leave the checkbox on, and then click Cancel.

Printing Receipts

Enabling Receipt Printing
If you wish to be able to print receipts for your Receivables customers, you first need
to set up the print receipt functionality:

• In the Company Profile Options tab, turn the Allow print receipts option on.
• In the Company Profile Reports/Receipts tab (which only appears when the

above option is activated and is otherwise called the Reports tab), set up your
receipts preferences.

Then, for each receipt you wish to print:

• Activate the Print Receipt checkbox in the receipt entry window.

Printing Receipts
You can print receipts from either the receipt entry window itself, from the batch list
window, or from the main batch window. You can also print receipts from the
Receipt History function.

• From the receipt entry window, click the Print Rec. button to either print,
email, or fax the receipt. This will print a single receipt for this transaction
only.

• From the batch list window (which displays all entries in a single batch), select
one or more entries for printing, and then click the Print button. This will print
all transactions flagged with the "Print Receipt" option in all selected entries.

• From the main batch list window, select one or more batches for printing, and
then click the Print button. This will print all transactions flagged with the
"Print Receipt" option in all selected batches.
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Print Receipts window
When you have selected to print, a Print Receipts window will appear:

This window includes several options:

Field Entry

Receipt If you are printing a single receipt, the receipt number will
appear here.

If you are printing more than one receipt, this field will say
"Multiple receipts".

Specification Select the specification file you wish to use for this receipt
(these receipts) here. Specification files can be assigned
descriptive names to help you pick the most appropriate one
from the drop-down box here.

NOTE: Specification files (indicating how a receipt should be
formatted) are set up in the Receipts Designer, available by
selecting Maintain specifications from the Maintenance menu. For
more information on designing your receipts, please see your
Adagio Fundamentals manual.
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Field Entry

Receipt Email
cover

If you are intending to email the selected receipt(s), choose
an email cover letter here. Simply click the Finder button to
view the list of available email cover letters.

NOTE: In order to use the email option, you must have activated
it in the File | Options function. Once you have done so, you can
set up email cover letters via the Email menu.

Reprint If you wish to be able to reprint receipts that have already
been previously printed in the regular batches function, turn
this option on. (If you are printing from History, receipts
will always be reprinted, whether this option is turned on or
off.)

Destination See the Printing Reports Overview topic for more information
on your print destination options (page 6-151).

Choosing a Print Method

You can either print, fax, or email your receipts.

In order to use the fax or email options, you must have activated
faxing and emailing in the File | Options function.

Simply choose the appropriate button from the right.

• Printing: If you choose to Print the receipts, the receipts will print and then
you will be asked if they printed OK. Click Yes if they did, or No to prevent
them from being flagged as 'printed', and print them again.

• Faxing: If you choose the Fax option, see your Adagio Fundamentals manual
for more information on faxing.

• Emailing: If you choose the Email option, see the Emailing Your Receipts
section, beginning on page 3-38, for more information.
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Entering Payments
You can either enter cash payments or vendor-specific payments in Adagio BankRec.

Vendor-specific payments entered in Adagio BankRec are automatically transferred
to a Manual Check Batch in Adagio Payables. They are assigned check numbers in
Adagio BankRec, so they will be non-printing checks.

To enter a payment:

1) Open the batch to which you wish to add the receipt, and click New to add a
new entry.

2) At the top of the window, select Payments. Your screen will appear similar to
this:
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The following fields appear on this window:

Field Description

Bank reference This field is completed automatically for you and cannot be
edited. For payments, it is the check number.

Date Enter the date of the payment.

NOTE: If this date falls within a closed Adagio Ledger 9 or
higher period and you have set the Validate closed periods
option in the BankRec Company Profile (see page 3-5) set to
Disallow, you will not be able to save the entry. If it is set to
Warn Only, you will be required to respond to the prompt before
the entry is saved.

Vendor code To assign a payment to a particular vendor, choose the
vendor here using the Finder button. The vendor's name
will appear to the right once you've selected the code.
(Depending on the version of Payables in use, you may be
restricted as to the format you use to enter your vendor
codes (eg. all uppercase). Refer to the Vendor tab within
the Payables Company Profile for more information.)

When you select a vendor, note that the outstanding
invoices for that vendor appear in the list at the bottom of
the window, allowing you to assign payments to specific
invoices.

If you are entering a miscellaneous cash payment, leave
this field blank.

NOTE: If you are uncertain as to the vendor code to be used,
you may use the Finder button on this field to search for the
particular vendor.

Or, if you have Adagio Payables 8.1B or higher, use the Find
Vendor button to the right of the window to search by Vendor
number, Vendor name or Phone number

Check number Enter your check number here. This number is
auto-incremented for you with each payment if you do not
overwrite it.

AP reference Enter any reference information regarding this payment
that you wish to pass to Adagio Payables in this field.
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Field Description

Description Enter a description for this payment.

3) The remaining fields on the window are affected by the check details. The
following sections will explain how to add check details.

Applying Payments to Invoices

4) If you have entered a vendor code above, all outstanding invoices for that
vendor will appear in the list at the bottom of the window. To apply a payment
to an invoice listed, press the spacebar on that invoice in the list. The following
window will appear:

5) By default, Adagio BankRec assumes you want to pay the entire invoice, so it
enters the Current balance value in the Payment amount field. However, you
can overwrite this with any payment amount you desire, provided it does not
exceed the Current balance of the invoice.

6) Click OK to close this window.
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Entering Cash Invoice Payments

For Vendors

1) This option is similar to the one above. When you click New on the lower right
side of the main Payment entry window, a dialog box appears:

2) The Type field only appears if a Vendor has been selected and if JobCost data
exists. By default this is set to Purchase. However, you may also select JobCost
to ensure the cost is sent to that module. If JobCost is selected, the fields that
follow will change slightly. For example, you will be asked to enter the
Job/Phase/Category that the cost should be sent to.

3) At the top of the window, select Cash Invoice if it is not already selected.

4) In this window, you can select the Cash Invoice for the vendor you specified
using the Finder button, and then simply enter your payment amount.

5) If a Vendor was selected previously, the distribution information will default to
that specified within the Vendor's record. You may enter a distribution code or
GL account/department to which this Cash Invoice should be distributed.

For Miscellaneous Cash Payments

6) The above window is slightly different if you are not making a vendor-specific
payment. You can only create a Cash Invoice for any miscellaneous cash entries.
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Entering Prepayments

1) If you have entered a vendor code for this payment, you can also make
prepayments to the selected vendor. To do this, click the New button and, in the
window that appears, choose Payments from the top line.

2) Enter a unique invoice number for this prepayment. If you wish, you can use the
Finder to see the list of invoice numbers already in use, to ensure you don't enter
an existing number.

3) Enter the Prepayment amt, and the Prepayment date, and click OK.

Finalizing Your Payment Entry

4) Once you've added your check details, review the following fields on the main
Payment entry window:

Field Description

Discount amount This field is only available for cash invoices.

When you edit a detail in the list at the bottom of the
window to make a payment, if there is any available
discount for the payment based on the payment date, it
will automatically appear here.

Total tax This field is only available for cash invoices.

This field displays the sum of tax from all Tax only or Tax
included distributions on the cash invoice entry.
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Field Description

Total payable When you edit a detail in the list at the bottom of the
window, or add a new one (such as a pre-payment),
Adagio BankRec totals the amount of all payments in the
list and enters it here.

Check amount This field is the same as the amount displayed in the Total
payable field unless the bank uses a different currency
from the vendor, or if the payment type is Cash Invoice
and there is a discount amount on the Header.

5) Click OK to save the payment.
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Entering Transfers
You can quickly enter transfers from one bank to another by selecting Transfers as
the Entry Type at the top of the New Entry window. The fields on the window will
change to look like this:

The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Entry

Post as reconciled When you turn this option on and post this batch, this entry
will be considered already reconciled and will not be added
to the reconciliation function to be cleared at a later date.

Bank reference You can use this field to enter any additional information
you may wish to track.
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Field Entry

Date Enter the date for the transfer. The current date is the
default.

NOTE: If this date falls within a closed Adagio Ledger 9 or higher
period and you have set the Validate closed periods option in the
BankRec Company Profile (see page 3-5) set to Disallow, you will
not be able to save the entry. If it is set to Warn Only, you will be
required to respond to the prompt before the entry is saved.

From / To

From / To Bank

Depending on what bank you had selected for this batch, the
window will give you the option to transfer From the bank
or To the bank. Any combination is possible, just be certain
that you have selected the correct bank using these fields.

Check number You can either enter the check number or have BankRec
AutoAssign a check number, which is the default.

Transfer Enter the amount to transfer.

Description Enter an optional description of the transfer if you wish.

Click the OK button to enter the transfer. It will now appear in the Batch list
window.

You might also want to explore the Auto Transfer on Posting feature enabled within
the Bank - Series tab (refer to Chapter 3, Banks).
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Copying Batches
From the Open Batches window, you can also copy existing batches. To do so, select
one or more batches for copying by clicking them in the list; then click the Copy
button.

When copying a Deposit Only batch, References within the batch are incremented or
set to today's date, depending on the Sequence specified in the Bank, Series tab (see
Chapter 3).

These same options are available if you choose to copy batch entries
rather than the entire batch.

In the Copy Batch window, you have these options:

Field Description

Move document Copies the batch(es) to the location you specify in the
fields further down on this window, then deletes the
original batch(es). If you do not turn this option, the
original batch(es) will not be deleted.
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Field Description

Increment
document number

Turning this option off allows you to retain the document
numbers in the original batch. Turning the option on will
replace the document numbers with the batch number and
entry number of the newly created document.

Revise date fields When this option is turned on, you can change the original
document date(s) for the copied document(s). If you click
this option on, the New date field becomes active,
defaulting to the session date you entered when you
logged in to Adagio BankRec. Accept this date as the date
for your copied document(s), or click the Calendar button
to select a different date for the copied document(s).

New date See above.

New batch Select this option to place the copied batch(es) into an
entirely new batch. Use this option only when you wish to
create a single new batch containing all copied batch(es).

Multiple new
batches

Use this option when you are copying more than one
batch, to place each copied batch into its own new batch.

Existing batch Choose this option if you want to copy the batch(es) into
an existing batch. When you choose this option, you must
enter a valid batch number in the field to the right.

By default, Adagio BankRec will copy the batch(es) to new, active batch(es).

Click OK to proceed with the copy process. BankRec will copy the batch(es) as you
requested. The copies can then be manipulated (edited, printed, renamed, etc.) in the
same way you would work with any other batch on the list.

If you copied rather than moved the batches, placing them in new
batch(es), you may want to rename the copied batch(es) in order to
differentiate between the original and the copy.
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Posting Batches
Posting batches updates your bank account files and creates transactions that can be
retrieved in Adagio Receivables and Ledger, which can then be used to print
financial statements. Posting also allows you to view your current account balance.

Before posting of any kind is done, you should back up the data sets on
your computer. While it may happen infrequently, power losses and
unintentional shutdowns of computers do happen. Interruption of
your computer’s power supply can interfere with the posting process
and potentially create corrupted data files.

You can use the File | Backup function to back up your data. See the
Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information.

You have two options for posting batches. You can post them directly from within
the Open Batches window by selecting the batch(es) you want to post, then clicking
the Post button.

Or you can click the Post button on the main toolbar and use the Post batches
window, shown here.
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This window will automatically select a range that includes all open batches. To post
all of these batches, just click the Post button. Or, if you want to select a different
range, enter the Starting batch number and the Ending batch number to create a
range of batches that you want to post. Click the Post button when you’re ready.

Every posting run in Adagio BankRec is assigned a unique, ascending
Posting Sequence Number. If you post only one batch at a time, there
will be a one-to-one correspondence between posting sequence
numbers and batches.

In certain circumstances, it may be use ful to setup one or more banks such that,
whenever a batch of transactions is posted to that bank within Adagio BankRec, the
batch total is automatically transferred to another bank account. Please refer to
Chapter 3, Banks - Series Tab for more information on the Auto Transfer on Posting
feature.
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Printing Posting Journals
Posting journals should be printed after you’ve posted batches. These can be kept for
your records.

You can either print posting journals manually, or you can set up your Company
Profile to print them automatically after posting batches. If you want to take
advantage of this time-saving auto-print feature, simply go to the Options tab in the
Company Profile and turn on the Auto print posting journal after post option.

If you want to manually print a posting journal:

1) Select the appropriate posting journal from the Post menu. (You can select either
a batch posting journal or a reconciliation posting journal.) The Print Posting
Journal window will appear.

If there are no posting journals to print, you will see a message indicating this on
the print window.
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2) Complete the printing options according to the table below:

Field Description

Posting sequence In the first field, select the first posting number you want
to print; in the second field, select the last posting number
you want to print.

Report information
in

Select a report format. If you select Detail, it will give you
all information for the batches selected. If you select
Summary, the batch information and totals will be listed
on your report so that less paper is used.

Sort by Indicate the field you wish to use as the report’s sort order.

Page break on
change of post. seq.

Turning this check box on will cause Adagio BankRec to
insert a page break whenever there is a change of posting
sequence.

Reset page # on
post. seq. change

If you have Page break on change of post. seq. selected,
this allows you to reset the page number to 1 whenever a
new posting sequence begins.

NOTE: This option is only available when you have Page break
on change of post. seq. selected.

Print G/L dist.
summary

Turn this option on if you want to include a General
Ledger distribution summary at the bottom of the posting
journal, to show you at a glance which GL accounts have
been debited and credited with the posted batches.

3) When you’ve selected your print options, click Print to proceed.
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G/L Transactions Report
In Adagio BankRec, transactions are generally posted by way of distribution codes,
which are assigned to general ledger account codes. To print a list of general ledger
transactions, print the G/L Transactions report.

From the Reports menu, select Print/Consolidate G/L Transactions. The following
report window will open:

Select an option from the field labeled Report information in. This allows you to
print the report in either Detail or Summary format. Summary reports are shorter,
which can save you paper, and give only totals for each batch. Detail reports give the
detail lines of each batch.

You can determine how the report is sorted using the field labeled Sort transactions
by. You have the option to sort the report by Account, Journal entry, or Transaction
date.

Click Print when you are ready to print the report.
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You must print the report to a printer to be given the option to
consolidate and clear transactions. Previewing the report or printing
to screen or file will not force the consolidation option.

Consolidation
When you print the G/L Transactions report, you will be asked if you want to
consolidate general ledger transactions. You have two options is this case:

• Click Yes to consolidate the transactions. You may wish to file the printed
report, which can be used for reference and for future problem solving.

If you choose to consolidate transactions you will be reminded to backup your
data before continuing with the process. If you have not backed up your data
yet, you should exit this function and back it up now, and then re-print the
G/L Transactions report before consolidating.

In the consolidation window, you will be given some options which allow you
to select how the transactions are grouped:

• Date/source code/account code

• Date/account code

• Account code

• Fiscal period/source code/account code

• Fiscal period/account code

• If you click No, choosing not to consolidate general ledger transactions, the
function will close, unless you do not have any Ledger data present. In that
event, you will be asked if you want to clear the general ledger transactions.

BankRec source codes
Adagio BankRec transactions grouped by source code are identified in the your
general ledger by the following codes:

• CA - Cash
• CO - Consolidated
• DP - Deposits
• MC - Manual check
• PE - Period End
• RC - Reversed check
• TX - Bank transfer
• VO - Void check

G/L Transactions Report
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The source code for all GL transactions generated by Adagio BankRec will begin with
"BR".

Period End Processing
Before you run period end processing, you should make sure that the following steps
are complete:

• Post all batches
• Print and clear all batch posting journals and reconciliation journals
• Print the G/L Transactions Report
• Back up your data

The purpose of period end in BankRec is to purge reconciled transactions that are no
longer deemed necessary to maintain in BankRec. Purging is done based on the
session date used when logging into Adagio BankRec and the Days to keep history
for setting within the Company Profile, Options tab.

You can select specific banks, a range of banks, or purge all reconciliation
information before a specified date.

Running period end is a only necessary when you want to reduce the number of
transactions being maintained in history.

To run Period End Processing:
Once you have posted all batches and printed the necessary reports, select Period
End from the Maintenance menu. The Purge Reconciliation History window will
open.

Select a bank or a range of banks using the Bank Starting and Ending fields. If
desired, you can also select a date in the Older than field. BankRec will then purge
all reconciliation history that exists before the date you select.

When you are ready, click OK. BankRec will alert you when the process is complete,
and indicate the number of records that were purged.

Year End Processing
Year End Processing should be run at fiscal year end. Its purpose is to reset the next
batch number to 1 and the next posting sequence to 1.

Be sure you have posted all batches, printed and cleared all posting journals, run the
G/L Transactions report, and run the Period End function if necessary before
running the Year End processing function.
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Chapter 5

Inquiry Functions

In this chapter we’ll explore how to use the Inquiry functions, including the Balances
function, which allows you to reconcile your Adagio data to your bank statements.
This chapter also describes how to use the Inquiry functions to view customer and
vendor information in a view-only mode.

• Balances
• Receipt History
• Viewing Transactions
• Processing NSF Checks
• Reconciling Transactions
• Update Statement Date
• Statement Rules
• Electronic Reconciliation
• Posting Reconciliations
• Bank Reconciliation Listing
• Viewing Customers
• Viewing Vendors
• Batch Status
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Balances
The Balances function is another place where you can reconcile your Adagio data to
your bank statements. It allows you to mark transactions as “cleared” or
“outstanding,” and to compare your bank statement to your Adagio data. It also
offers you a quick way to view details of recent transactions posted to your banks,
which can help you to make cash flow decisions for your company.

The Reconcile button will not appear if you belong to a security group
that has not been granted access to the Maintenance | Bank
Reconciliation function.

To use the Balances function, select Inquiries | Balances from the main menu, or
click the Balances button on the main toolbar. The Bank Inquiry List window will
open. This window displays the banks you have set up in your Adagio data, along
with some pertinent information, such as balances and recent statement amounts.

You may export to an Excel workbook (assuming Excel is installed) the records that
display in this window using the green Excel Direct button. As well, if you have
access to use the Column Editor, you may change the fields that display in the grid.
(Please refer to the online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual
for more information on using the Column Editor.)
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In addition to the bank Code, the bank Description, and the last Statement date and
Statement Amt, the above list includes two columns that you should note:

Field Entry

As Of Date This column displays either the last statement date or the
last Calc as of date (as shown at the bottom of the screen),
depending on which date is most recent.

As Of Balance This column will display the total of all unreconciled
transactions up to and including the As Of Date, added to
the last Statement amount.

If you choose a date for Calc As of (see below), then this
column will simply display the last Statement amount. It
will not recalculate an amount based on reconciled
transactions after that date.

Calculate As Of
You will notice at the bottom of the window there is also a field labeled Calc As of.
This field allows you to figure out what the balance should be in your accounts as of
a certain day.

Adagio will automatically calculate the total of the balances for all banks for the
current date. If you want to select a different date, do so using the Calc As of field.
Adagio will then calculate the balance for all the listed banks, which will appear to
the right in bold numbers.

If you have multiple banks listed in this window, with statement balances listed in
them, you can select two or more and click the Calculate button. Adagio will then
show you the total for the selected banks as of the date you select.

If you have just one bank selected in the list, Adagio will calculate the
total for all banks listed, since the current balance for the selected
bank already appears in the grid.

Balances
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Receipt History
The Receipt History function on the Inquiries menu allows you to view and reprint
receipts that have been posted.

When you select Receipt History from the Inquiries menu, a window appears listing
all historical receipts on file.

For each receipt listed, you can use the following buttons on the right:

Field Entry

View Click this button to view the receipt information, scroll
through the receipts in the list in View mode, and re-print
individual receipts.

Print Select one or more receipts in the list, and then click this
button to print the selected receipt(s).

Delete Select one or more receipts in the list, and then click this
button to delete the selected receipt(s).

You can also search for a receipt using the Find button.

Receipt History
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Viewing Receipt Information
When you select a receipt to view from the Receipt History function, you are
presented with a window with two tabs. Both tabs contain a series of buttons that
allow you to work within the View mode.

Field Entry

Previous / Next Scroll through the receipts in the list by using these buttons.

Customer Open and review the customer information for this receipt's
customer.

Print Click this button to print the receipt you're currently
viewing.

The two tabs in this window are described below:

Receipt tab

Receipt History
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This tab contains the primary information about the receipt. These fields are for your
information only and cannot be edited.

Field Entry

Bank reference This field displays any additional information including
purchase order or docket numbers.

Date The receipt date.

Customer code The code for the customer for this receipt.

Check number The name of the customer for this receipt.

Receipt number The number that was assigned to this receipt.

Description You can enter a description for this receipt in this field if you
wish.

The bottom of the window lists documents that were affected by the receipt.

Address tab
This tab contains the customers address information that appeared on there receipt.
These fields are for your information only and cannot be edited.

When you're done viewing the receipt, click Close to exit and return to the main
Receipt History window.

Printing Historical Receipts
Printing receipts from history is the same as printing receipts from the Open Batches
function. See the Printing Receipts topic beginning on page 4-79 for more information.
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Finding Receipts
In the event that you cannot locate a particular receipt in the Receipt History List,
you can use the Find feature to search for it. To do this, click the Find button in the
Receipt History List dialog box. The window that appears gives you a couple of
options:

Field Entry

Receipt No To search for a receipt, type the receipt number in this field.
Or, click the Finder button to view a list; however, this may
not be any more helpful than viewing the Receipt History
List itself, so you will probably prefer to press F6 to activate
the Smart Finder instead, and search for the receipt by the
customer name or something similar.

Action on find You can also tell Adagio BankRec what to do if and when it
finds the receipt in question. It can highlight it in the Receipt
History List, or it can take you into the View mode so that
you can review the receipt data and reprint the receipt, but
not edit it.

When you're ready, click OK to conduct the search.
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Viewing Transactions
To view transactions that have been posted to one of your banks, select the bank in
the Bank Inquiry List and click the View button (or double-click the bank in the list).
The View Transactions window will open. This window lists transactions in a
summary form.

In a multi-user environment, you will be locked out of viewing
transactions of a bank if another user has an NSF Check (receipt)
pending for the same bank. This will continue until the other user
closes out of View Transactions and the NSF Check is processed.

You are able to sort the transactions by Reference or by Date by selecting the
appropriate radio button.

The View All check box allows you to choose whether or not you want to view
transactions that have already been reconciled. If you turn this option on, reconciled
transactions will also appear in the window. They have a ‘Y’ marked in the Recon
column.

You may use the Excel Direct button to quickly export the contents of the grid to a
Microsoft Excel workbook, assuming it is installed.

Transactions that satisfy the criteria of a Transaction Filter using a particular style,
will display in the grid in that font style. Please refer to the online Help
documentation for more information about Transaction Filters and Styles.
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If you have access to the Column Editor, you may change the columns
displayed in the grid. Please refer to the online Help documentation or
your Adagio Fundamentals manual for your information on using the
Column Editor.
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To view details of a transaction, select the transaction in the list and click the View
button (or double-click the transaction in the list). The Transaction Info window will
open, which shows you transaction details including Customer code or Vendor
code, Description and Cleared amount, which displays the amount that has been
marked cleared in your Adagio data. (We'll explain how to mark cleared amounts in
the following section.)

You can click the Previous and Next buttons to move through the list and view
details of other transactions. Or, click the Close button to close this window.
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Processing NSF Checks
The View Transactions window also allows you to process NSF checks (deposits). If
you have opened receipt transactions, the NSF Check button will be enabled (see the
above image).

You are unable to process a deposited check as NSF if the check is a
Receivables receipt and the check has since been cleared from the
Receivables customer's transactions.

To process an NSF check:

1) Select the receipt in the View Transactions window list and View it. Highlight
the specific check in the Transaction info window and click the NSF Check
button

The NSF Check button is inactive if you have not been granted access
to the function in Group Security. (Refer to the online Help
documentation for information on Security Group Setup.)

The Process NSF Check window will open.

Processing NSF Checks
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2) Edit the fields on this window according to the following table.

Field Entry

Document
number

Adagio automatically creates a document number for this
NSF check. This is the original check number with 'NSF'
appended to it. However, you can enter a different number
if needed.

NSF Process on
date

Enter the date the check went NSF.

Receipt amount Displays the amount of the original check

NSF Reference Adagio automatically creates a reference number for the
NSF fee to charge this customer.

Customer fee Adagio automatically inserts your default NSF charge, as
indicated on the Options tab of the Company Profile.
However, you can change this amount if needed.

Acct/Dept This account defaults from the Options tab of the Company
Profile (see page 3-29), unless the Use bank NSF G/L Acct
option has been turned 'on'. If this option is 'on' in the
profile, the account/department will default from the
Service charge G/L account within the Bank record, Series
tab (see page 3-43). Or, you may select another account and
department to credit the NSF fee.

Bank NSF
Reference

Adagio automatically creates a Bank NSF reference number,
which can be changed if required.

Bank Fee The default NSF check fee the bank changes you is
automatically entered here; however, you can change this
amount if needed.

NOTE: You can also change the bank’s default fee using the Edit
Banks function. See Chapter 3 for more information.

Acct/Dept Select the account and department to debit the bank's fee for
this NSF check.

3) Click OK when you have completed editing all the fields.
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4) At this point you can select other transactions to process additional NSF checks.
Once you have done so for all the required transactions, move onto the next step.

5) Exit both the Transaction info window and the View transactions windows
(click Close on both windows). You will be asked if you want to process the NSF
check. Click Yes.

A new batch will be created, which you can view in the Open Batches window. You
will need to post this batch before it will appear in the Balances function of BankRec
(i.e. before you can reconcile the NSF check and the fee). See the section on Posting
Batches in Chapter 4 for more information.
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Reconciling Transactions
You can reconcile transactions to a bank statement using the Reconcile function. If
you haven’t already, either select Maintenance | Bank Reconciliation from the
menu or click the Reconcile button in the toolbar. (You could also open the Bank
Inquiry list window by clicking the Balances button on the toolbar, then clicking the
Reconcile button.)

This window displays a list of your banks, along with their balances according to
your Adagio data. You can reconcile your bank statements manually ("standard
reconciliation" as described below), or electronically (described beginning on page
5-125).

Standard Reconciliation
1) Select a bank in the list and click the Reconcile button. The Reconcile Bank

window will open.

2) This window displays a list of transactions that have been posted to this bank,
but have not yet been marked as “cleared.”

Reconciling Transactions
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In the upper, left corner of this window, the following fields appear:

Field Description

Sort by Use the radio buttons presented here to choose the sort
order for your transaction list. This is helpful when you
need to locate a particular transaction by Date or Amount
rather than by Reference number, for example.

When you click your desired sort order, the screen will
re-sort the transactions and display them in the desired
order.

Hide pending
status

While you are going through your transaction list and
making pending status changes (such as O -> C for
Outstanding -> Cleared), the actual status will not change
until you post the reconciled transactions.

The Hide pending status option allows you to remove all
such pending status changes from the list, so that you can
more quickly highlight those transactions that have not yet
been reconciled. Turn this option on to hide the
transactions whose status has been changed; or turn it off
to display all transactions. This option is especially useful
for electronic reconciliations, discussed in the following
section.

In the upper, right corner of the window, Adagio displays the date of your last
statement, which is the last statement you entered and reconciled in Adagio
BankRec. To the right of this, Adagio displays the amount of the last statement.

Field Description

Statement date Enter the “statement date” on your bank’s statement.

NOTE: If you notice that the Statement date from the previous
reconsilitation was entered incorrectly, please refer to the
Update Statement Date topic (refer to page 5-117).

Statement amount In the field just to the right of the Statement date field,
enter the balance on the bank statement. Adagio will then
calculate the dollar amount that needs to be cleared in
order for the statement to be balanced.

Reconciling Transactions
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3) Find a transaction in the window that matches a transaction on your bank
statement. To open this transaction, select it in the list and click the Edit button
(or just double-click the transaction in the list). This will open the Reconcile
window, which shows you the details of the transaction, along with a section
where you can change the status of the transaction.

You can also right-click on a transaction and select a new reconciliation status
from the pop-up menu.

4) If the transaction matches a transaction listed on your statement, select Cleared
then click the OK button to close the window. You will notice that the Status of
this transaction in the Reconcile Bank window has now changed. You will also
notice at the top of the window that Adagio has recalculated the amount left To
Clear (to reconcile) this bank statement.

You can mark a whole series of transactions by using Shift+Click to
multi-select them, then selecting the status through the Edit button or
by pressing the spacebar to auto-set the status to "Cleared". The
spacebar can be used to auto-set any single transaction to "Cleared"
as well, or to reverse the "Cleared" status back to "Outstanding" if
you made an error.

When you have marked all the matching transactions as “cleared,” the To clear
amount should equal zero. At that time, you would be ready to post the
reconciliation. But first, let’s explore some other possibilities.

Other Transaction Statuses
In a perfect world, your accounting data would match up with your bank’s statement
every time. But naturally this is not always the case. Adagio BankRec allows you to
mark transactions using other status designations to help with the reconciliation
process.
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Cleared with error

You can mark a transaction as Cleared with error for those transactions that appear
on your bank statement incorrectly. For example, perhaps the bank misread the
amount of a check and posted the incorrect amount to your account.

If that’s the case, select Cleared with error as the status of the transaction. You will
then have to enter the amount that the bank posted (found on the bank’s statement)
in the Cleared amount field. When you click OK, Adagio will automatically calculate
the error amount and adjust the To Clear amount accordingly. the amount posted in
error will be posted to the Error GL account specified on the Series tab within the
Bank record (see page 3-43).

Reversed transactions

If a payment transaction has been reversed at your bank, you can mark the
transaction in your Adagio data as Reversed so that it does not affect the balance in
your data. Just click Reversed on the Reconcile window and click OK.

Status changes are temporary until they are posted. That is, if you
mark something incorrectly, you can change it back to “Outstanding”
or to another status until you're finished, the statement is reconciled,
and you’ve posted the reconciliations.

When you select that a payment should be Reversed, the Reversed options section
becomes active. Either select that the check payment should be reversed effective the
same date the check was issued or specify the date the check should be reversed on
(the default is the session date).

If you select to Reverse a check by right clicking on the transaction to be reversed,
you will be able to select that the transaction be reversed either Reversed - check
date or Reversed - login date (i.e. session date).
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If you are also using Adagio Payables, the Update Payables check
reconciliation option you've set in the Bank's Interface tab, affects
how the posted entries in Adagio BankRec Reconciliation are handled
in Adagio Payables.

NSF Checks (Deposits)

If you have posted NSF checks to this bank, these checks will appear, along with the
fees, in the Reconcile Bank window. You can mark the status of these transactions in
the same manner as you would other transactions once they have cleared your bank.
See the earlier section titled Processing NSF Checks on page 5-109 for more
information.

When Your Statement Doesn’t Match
If you find transactions that exist on your bank statement that are not listed on the
Reconcile Bank window, you can easily enter additional transactions directly into
BankRec using the Batch Entry feature.

Or, if you find that there are similar transactions that are not equal and an
adjustment must be made to your Adagio data, you can easily enter an adjustment
also using the Batch Entry feature. You don’t even need to close the Balances
function!

Once you have entered the correct batches, post them so that they will appear on the
Reconcile Bank window. You can then change all the statuses of your transactions so
that your data is reconciled to your statement. Now, you’re ready to post your
reconciliation.
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Update Statement Date
There may be the occasion where you need to change the Statement Date entered
during the Reconciliation process. If you have experienced this situation, you may
access the Update Statement Date function and, based on the acceptable date range
provided by Adagio BankRec, change the date. This will change the date on the
Reconciliation's reports when they are printed also.

To access the function, select Update Statement Date from the Maintenance menu,
then select the Bank you want to Edit or View. Highlight the Bank for which the
statement date requires modifying and select either the View button to look at this
bank's statement dates or the Edit button to modify one of this bank's statement
dates.

If you have been granted access to the Column Editor, you may change
the fields that display in these grids.

Select the Edit button. From the Edit Statement Date window, click on the Statement
Date you want changed.
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The current Statement Date displays in the Statement date field and the range of
acceptable dates this statement may be changed to displays to the right of the field.
Enter the new date or select it from the Calendar button. Then, select the Post button
to effect the change.

You are unable to change the date to a date that falls outside of the
acceptable date range.
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Statement Rules
If your bank has been set up for Electronic Reconciliation and you often have certain
transactions show on your bank statement that weren't previously posted within
Adagio BankRec (eg. monthly automatic withdrawals, transfers to another account
and/or customer deposits) and want to have the facility for these transactions to be
posted from BankRec to the correct GL accounts, you can set up specific Statement
Rules to facilitate this process. BankRec respects account and department formatting
set in Adagio Ledger.

Setting up Statement Rules is very similar to setting up Transaction Filters (refer to
the online Help documentation for more information). It is important to note,
however, that Statement Rules are run automatically at the time the bank statement
is imported to be used in the reconciliation process. The function is not linked to the
Apply Styles button.

Perhaps you usually have certain automatic withdrawals from your bank account to
make, say, company car payments. As these payments might show on your
statement using the same transaction type (perhaps this information is stored in the
check number field of your electronic statement) and description, you can setup a
'rule' that will always be applied to these transactions so that they are automatically
posted to the correct GL account when the Create Batch button is used on the
Reconciliation window.

To create a new imported Statement Rule, select Statement Rules from the Edit
menu. The Grid Filters List - Imported Bank Statement window appears:
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If you have been granted access to the Column Editor (please refer to
the online Help documentation), you can edit the grid to change the
column fields that display.

Click the appropriate radio button to display only those statement rules in the grid.
The default is Public; however, Adagio will remember whatever setting you used
last.

You may choose from:

• All - Displays all filters for this dataset.
• Public - Displays all filters having a 'blank' User Code.
• Yours - Displays only the filters having a User Code equal to the UserID of the

person logged into Adagio BankRec.

The option of All only appears to the Adagio System Administrator
(user SYS).

Use the New, Edit, Copy and Delete buttons to create new filters or edit, copy or
delete existing Statement Rules.

The Validate button is used to validate the Statement Rules used to ensure they are
selecting the bank statement entries they were designed for. See page 5-123.

Clicking the New or Edit buttons will open the Grid Filter Edit - Imported Bank
Statement window:
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The following table defines these fields:

Field Description

User code If this query is to be run by a single Adagio user only,
enter that user's ID here or select it from the Finder. A
Statement Rule using a 'blank' user code will be
available for all users to run (i.e. Public). Select Yours
to view Statements Rules that will only be run when
you are logged into Adagio BankRec and click the
Import Stmt button within the Reconciliation window..

Description Enter an up to 40-character unique Description of your
query. this become the Statement Rule code.

Style priority If you have more than one Statement Rule created, it is
possible that a statement transaction might satisfy the
criteria for more than one Rule. Entering a Style
priority tells Adagio BankRec which Statement Rule
style has the highest priority and should be applied to a
record satisfying multiple filters. A priority of '1' is the
highest priority; whereas a priority of '99' would be the
lowest priority.

Style code You may select a particular style that can be applied to
records meeting the criteria within this Statement Rule
or choose to leave the Style 'blank'. If you want to
remove the Style color from this Statement Rule at a
later time, choose the Standard style.

NOTE: A style must first be created before it will display in
this dropdown. Refer to the online Help documentation for
information about Styles.

Query field Select the field to query from the dropdown. Only
fields having an affect on the statement display.

NOTE: Fields in this list are displayed in alphabetical order
if the Alphabetically sorted field list option is turned 'on'
within your User Preferences. (Please refer to the online
Help documentation for information regarding User
Preferences.)
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Field Description

Operation Selection the operation to use with the query.

NOTE: When a Date field has been selected using the
Floating date range operation, you select what date(s) is
meant to 'float' or be updated, based on the session date, when
the statement is imported and the rule is run.

Toggle checkbox When this option is 'off', the next field is used to enter a
value (constant) for the query. When this option is 'on',
you are able to select another field as the value for the
query field. For example, rather than the query being
based on the 'Reference' being equal to a particular
constant value, the query might be that the 'Reference'
must be equal to whatever the 'Check number' is.

NOTE: When a Date field has been selected using the
Floating date range operation, this option is always 'off',
enabling you to select what date(s) is meant to 'float' or
be updated, based on the session date when the
statement is imported and the rule is run.

Value/Field Depending on whether the prior field is turned on or
off, you will either enter a value for the operation to act
on here or select another field to be used instead.

Boolean Use this field to include certain boolean operators in
your query such as AND, OR, AND NOT or OR NOT.
Selecting one of these operators opens another query
criterion line. You may specify up to five separate
criterion lines in this statement rule.

NOTE: Click the Red X button to delete the criterion row
beside the button.

Account/
Department

Indicate the Account and Department (if used) paid that
transactions matching this query should be posted to.
This field wouldn't normally be used for Transfers.

Distribution code You may select a previously defined Distribution code,
such as Tax Included. If a Customer or Vendor code is
selected, this will be read from that module's list of
available codes. Otherwise, the list is read from those
available within BankRec.
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Field Description

Transfer Bank Select the Bank code for this account the regular
transfer applies to. BankRec interprets positive values
as being transferred 'from' the Bank code selected and
negative values as being transferred 'to' the selected
Bank code.

Customer If this transaction is to be posted to a particular
customer record, indicate that Customer code here.
BankRec interprets positive values as deposits/receipts.

Vendor If this transaction is to be posted to a particular vendor
record, indicate that Vendor code here. BankRec
interprets negative values as payments.

Transaction type If applicable, select, by clicking the appropriate radio
button, the type of payment transaction that
transactions matching this query should be posted to.

Remember, Statement Rules are only run at the time the electronic bank statement is
imported into the Reconciliation window.

Validating Statement Rules
The Validate button on the Statement Rules grid provides you with a means to test
and validate whether or not the Statement Rules you have created are selecting all of
the bank statement entries they should. Or, if some are selecting more entries than
they should.

When you click Validate, you are asked to specify both the bank the statement
applies to and to select the statement file on which to test the Statement Rules. If the
Bank has not been set up for Electronic Reconciliation on the Banks - Interface tab
(see page 3-39), you will receive an error message telling you this.

After you click OK, you should receive a message indicating how many entries were
imported.
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Next, the Statement rule validation window will open:

You should be able to view both the window above and the Grid Filters List -
Imported Bank Statement window, which lists all of your Statement Rules.

As well, you may select to sort the entries by various fields. (The Retr. Seq. sort field
refers to the Line number assigned during import.)

Scroll though the various bank statement entries displayed in the Statement rule
validation window to determine if:

• all entries that should satisfy a particular Statement Rule do,
• if there are any bank statement entries that do not satisfy a Statement Rule but

should, you can either create a new rule or edit an existing rule at this time.

At any time, you may double click on an entry in the Statement rule validation
window to view the Rule Validation Detail to verify the accounting details for the
transaction.

REMEMBER: It is only when the statement is imported that any Statement Rule
styles are applied to entries that satisfy the rule's criteria. You are always able to
select Validate and reimport the statement to facilitate further testing.
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Electronic Reconciliation
Adagio BankRec includes the ability to download electronic bank statements from
your banks' web sites and auto-reconcile them very quickly.

There are three primary steps involved in this process:

1) If you intend to import your bank statements in CSV format, you must begin by
setting up an import template for your statements.

To read about the difference between CSV and OFX formats for your electronic
statements, see the information about the Electronic recon. file format field in
the Edit Bank window, on page 36.

To read about setting up your import template for CSV format statements, see
the section on Importing Bank Statements beginning on page 173.

2) Next, you must set up your banks for electronic reconciliation. Only banks that
are set up properly will show the Import Stmt button on the reconciliation
window. To find out how to set up your banks, see the section on the Bank
Interface tab, beginning on page 36.

3) If you often have certain transactions show on your bank statement that weren't
previously posted within BankRec (eg. monthly automatic withdrawals,
transfers to another account and/or customer deposits) and want to have the
facility for these transactions to be posted from BankRec to the correct GL
accounts, you should set up specific Statement Rules to facilitate this process.

4) Finally, you can import the statements and use the Auto Match feature and other
matching tools to match transactions from your electronic statement to your
bank transactions. You will set your Auto Match rules on the Bank's Interface
tab (see page 3-19) The following section will discuss the electronic
reconciliation.

Conducting an Electronic Reconciliation
The following explains the features of electronic reconciliation only.
You can also view and edit transactions normally in the
reconciliation window. Please see the preceding section for standard
reconciliation information.

Once you have set up your banks for electronic reconciliation, you can enter the
reconciliation function and carry out the electronic reconciliation. To do so, follow
these steps:

Electronic Reconciliation
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Retrieving the Statement

1) From the BankRec toolbar, select the Balances button; or select Balances from
the Inquiries menu.

2) When the Bank Inquiry List window appears, click the bank you wish to
reconcile to select it, and then click the Reconcile button. The following window
appears:

3) If the bank has been properly set up for electronic reconciliation, you will see an
Import Stmt button. Click this button to import your electronic bank statement.
The following window will appear:

4) For banks set up to retrieve OFX format statements, the File name field displays
the default file name you indicated in the Bank Interface tab (see page ). If
needed, you can change the file name / location by clicking the browse button to
the right of this field.

Electronic Reconciliation
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For banks set up to retrieve CSV format statements, select your CSV file by
clicking the browse button to the right of this field. By default, Adagio BankRec
will display the CSV file saved on the import template.

5) When you're ready to proceed, click the Import button. Your statement will be
retrieved.

Once a statement is retrieved, the file is deleted.

Auto-Matching Transactions

6) When you've retrieved your electronic statement, your reconciliation window
will be split into two panes:

Transactions appearing on the left pane of the Reconcile Bank window originate
from the electronic bank statement imported. If Statement Rules exist, they will
only be applied at the time the statement is imported. If a style has been used
within the rule, you will be able to see those transactions that satisfy a rule in this
pane as they will have a style assigned.

If you notice that the Statement date from the previous reconciliation was
entered incorrectly, refer to Update Statemeent Date on page 5-117.

Transactions appearing on the right pane of the Reconcile Bank window are
those that have been posted within BankRec and have not yet been reconciled
(i.e. they are either still Outstanding or their status is pending). Transactions
may display with a particular style, indicating they satisfy the criteria of a
particular Transaction Filter (please refer to the online Help documentation).

You may use the Excel Direct button to export transactions displaying in the
grid to an Excel Workbook, assuming Microsoft Excel is installed.
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If you have been granted access to the Column Editor (refer to the
online Help), you may choose to revise the columns/fields that display
in each pane independent of the other. For example, you might choose
to add the Style code field to the pane's grid.

7) The first thing you will want to do is sort your transactions in both panes, so that
they appear in the same order.

• By default, the electronic statement is sorted by Retr. Seq. (retrieve sequence
number), which is usually the transaction date.

• Because checks are cleared at the bank on a date that is later than the check
date you have in Adagio BankRec, the date order is not the best way to match
transactions.

• Instead, sort the electronic transactions on the left by Check, and sort the
BankRec transactions on the right by Reference (check number).

8) Next, you can quickly match most of your transactions automatically, by
selecting the Auto Match button.

9) As your Auto Matching rules are set on the Bank's Interface tab, please refer to
page 3-19 for a description of each of these options.

Auto Matching works in two stages, as follows:

• First, it uses the check (or reference) number and tries to match each left pane
transaction to the right pane transactions.

• In order for transactions to be matched, the amount of the transactions must be
the same, and

• the dates are compared to confirm that they are okay. Dates are considered
acceptable if the bank transaction date in the left pane is later than or equal to
the transaction date in the right pane, or if they satisfy any of the Allow ###
days options set in the Bank - Interface tab (see page 3-19).

At this point, Auto Match will match all transactions meeting the criteria above.
Then, for transactions that weren't matched in the previous stage, the process
continues to a secondary stage:

• First, transaction amounts are compared to those in the right pane; and for
matching transactions,

• the dates are compared to confirm that they are okay. Again, dates are
considered acceptable if the bank transaction date in the left pane is later than
or equal to the transaction date in the right pane, or if they satisfy any of the
Allow ### days options set in the Bank - Interface tab (see page 3-19).

Auto Matching is complete after it goes through these stages and is based on
your options set in the Bank record. Matched transactions now have a status of
Matched in the left pane, and are set to O -> M in the right pane.
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Transactions that have a status of Previous in the left pane, are those that had
already been manually matched prior to running the Auto Match function.

O -> M means the transaction is marked as going from Outstanding to
Matching. This means that when the electronic reconciliation is
saved, the transaction will become O -> C, for Outstanding to
Cleared; and then when the reconciliation is posted, these marked
transactions will be successfully posted as cleared without error.

A reconciliation that has gone through Auto Matching will look similar to the
screenshot on page 5-127.
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Manual Matching

10) For transactions that were not successfully auto-matched, you can now begin to
manually match them.

11) To make this easier, you may wish to turn the Hide pending status checkbox on
(near the top of the window). This will hide all matched transactions, allowing
you to work only with the unmatched ones.

You can turn this checkbox off and back on again any time you wish to
refresh the list.

12) Manual matching works by using a drag-and-drop method. To match a
transaction in one pane with a transaction in the other pane, click on the
transaction and, while holding the mouse down, drag the mouse over to the
matching transaction in the opposite pane. Release the mouse button. You can
match transactions either by selecting a left-pane transaction and
dragging-and-dropping over to the right pane; or you can go the other way, from
right to left.

You may remove matching on any transaction that has already been
marked as matched by selecting that transaction and pressing the
spacebar. When you unmatch a transaction(s) in one pane, the
corresponding transaction(s) in the other pane will also be
unmatched.

One to Many Reconciliation
You are able to reconcile one transaction to many -- either one bank statement
transaction to more than one BankRec transaction or one BankRec transaction to
more than one bank statement transaction. If the selected transaction(s) from the
bank statement pane equal the selected transaction(s) from the BankRec transaction
pane, they will be set as Cleared. If they do not equal each other, they may be
Cleared with error.

Use the Shift or Ctrl key to multi-select the transactions. It's important to highlight
the transactions you are wanting drag to the other side 'first'. When you click on the
last transaction on this side, do not release the mouse but immediately drag the
transactions to the side where the single transaction you are matching to exists.
While pointing at this transaction, release the mouse button.

You can see the total amount of the selected transactions at the bottom of that pane.

The transactions will either Clear or, if not, you will receive a message indicating that
they don't equal and asking if you want to Clear with error.

• If you choose to Clear with error and have dragged transactions from the
bank statement pane to the BankRec pane, the error amount (i.e. the amount
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the transactions to not balance by) will be attached to the transaction that was
'pointed at' on the BankRec pane of the Reconciliation window.

• However, if you chose to drag transactions from the BankRec pane to the bank
statement pane, the error amount will be attached to the 'first' transaction that
was highlighted on the BankRec pane of the Reconciliation window.

Many to Many Reconciliation
You are also able to reconcile many to many transactions (eg. more than one bank
statement transaction to more than one BankRec transactions or vice versa. If the
selected transaction(s) from the bank statement pane equal the selected transaction(s)
from the BankRec transaction pane, they will be set as Cleared. If they do not equal
each other, they may be Cleared with error.

Use the Shift or Ctrl key to multi-select the transactions. It's important to highlight
the transactions you are dragging to (i.e. the destination) 'first'. When you click on
the last transaction on the 'other' side of the Reconciliation window, do not release
the mouse but immediately drag the transactions back to the side where the
transactions you are matching to exist and point at one of those transactions. While
pointing at this transaction, release the mouse button.

You can see the total amount of the selected transactions at the bottom of that pane.

The transactions will either Clear or, if not, you will receive a message indicating that
they don't equal and asking if you want to Clear with error.

• If you choose to Clear with error and have dragged transactions from the
bank statement pane to the BankRec pane, the error amount (i.e. the amount
the transactions do not balance by) will be attached to the transaction that was
'pointed at' on the BankRec pane of the Reconciliation window.

• However, if you chose to drag transactions from the BankRec pane to the bank
statement pane, the error amount will be attached to the 'first' transaction that
was highlighted on the BankRec pane of the Reconciliation window.

Unmatching transactions: You may remove matching on any transaction that has
already been marked as matched by selecting that transaction and pressing the
spacebar. When you unmatch a transaction(s) in one pane, the corresponding
transaction(s) in the other pane will also be unmatched.

Completing the Reconciliation

Deleting Transactions

Once you have matched all of the transactions you can, you will need to consider the
remaining, unmatched transactions. Your first option is to delete transactions in the
electronic statement list (left pane).
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Normally you don't want to delete transactions. However, if you know, for example,
that a transaction is a bank error and will be reversed, you can delete it. Or if you are
only reconciling transactions in a certain date range and the statement you
downloaded included transactions outside of that date range, you can delete those
transactions.

To delete transactions, click them to select them in the list, and then press the Delete
button on your keyboard. This will set the matching status to Delete.

Moving Remaining Transactions to a New Batch

Remaining unmatched transactions on the electronic statement list (left pane) can be
moved to a batch. These are often things like service or interest charges.

However, they might also be things like regular automatic withdrawals or regular
account transfers which have not already been entered into BankRec. If this is the
case, we recommend you set up Statement Rules to both flag these regular
unmatched transactions and to define what specific GL accounts these particular
transactions will be posted to. Please refer to page 5-119 for more information about
setting up Statement Rules. Otherwise, they will be posted to the Unmatch debit /
credit GL accounts.

When you set up your bank for electronic reconciliation, you chose some Unmatch
debit / credit GL accounts. (See the Bank Interface tab for more information in
Chapter 3.) When you move unmatched transactions to a batch in the reconciliation
function, they are assigned to those GL accounts by default. Also, the created batch
has the Post as reconciled option enabled so that when you post it, it will be
considered reconciled immediately.

To move unmatched transactions to a new batch, click the Create Batch button at the
top of the bank statement pane on the left. You will be asked:

Click Yes to create the batch, or No to cancel. The transactions in the created batch
will be assigned check numbers, if they had check numbers on the electronic
statement; otherwise, BankRec will auto-assign them some reference numbers.
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If you Cancel your reconciliation without saving it after creating a
batch, note that the unmatched entries will remain in the electronic
bank statement pane! In that event, you would want to delete those
transactions to avoid creating a second, duplicate batch.

If you click Yes, you will then be asked:

If you click Yes here, you will not be able to change the GL accounts that were
automatically assigned to these transactions. If that's okay and you want to proceed,
click Yes. Otherwise, click No. In that event, the batch will be editable in the Batch
Entry function and can be posted later.

If you have the Auto print posting journal? option turned on in the Company Profile
Options tab, you may also be asked if you want to print the posting journal now or
not. Indicate Yes or No as you prefer.

These transactions will have a matching status of New.

You can either save or post your reconciliation, or to close out of the Reconciliation
window and not save your work.

• Saving your reconciliation:

• Clicking OK will save all of your reconciliation changes, and allow you to
exit out of the reconciliation window. The next time you open this bank
for reconciliation, the changes you've just made will be saved.
Additionally, the left pane for the electronic statement will remain until
the reconciliation has been posted.

• When you save the reconciliation, all transactions that are marked O -> M
are changed to O -> C.

• Posting your reconciliation:

• Reconciliations cannot be posted until you enter the Statement Date and
the statement's closing balance in the upper right portion of the window.
Enter those now, from your bank's information.

• Once you've entered the statement date and balance, clicking Post will
first save all of your reconciliation changes, and then will post them.

• After posting, the next time you enter this bank for reconciliation, the left
pane will be gone, until you import another bank statement again.
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• Closing and not saving your reconciliation:

• Clicking Cancel will prompt you for whether you want to save all of your
reconciliation changes or not, then close the reconciliation window. If you
choose not to save the reconciliation, when next you open the
Reconciliation window, none of the changes made in your prior
reconciliation session will have been saved.

This completes the electronic reconciliation process.
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Reversing Transactions
You can reverse a transaction without doing a full reconciliation at the same time. To
do so:

1) From the BankRec toolbar, select the Recon(ciliation) button; or select Bank
Reconciliation from the Maintenance menu.

2) When the Bank Inquiry List window appears, click the bank you wish to
reconcile to select it, and then click the Reconcile button

3) Find the transaction you wish to reverse, click it to select it, and then click your
right mouse button. From the pop-up menu that appears, select Reversed (check
date) or Reversed (login date). The login date is your session date.

4) After you reverse one or more transactions, note that instead of the usual Post
button, there is a Post Reversal button:
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5) Click the Post Reversal button. When you're asked:

click Yes to confirm. The transaction is removed from the list.

Your Adagio BankRec session date (the date you entered when you
logged in to the program) is used for the date of the reversal
transaction unless you specifically choose to use the Check date
instead.

When you reverse a payment for Accounts Payable, Adagio BankRec
will send the necessary entries to Ledger for the bank and the AP/BR
clearing account. However, unless your Update Payables Check
Reconciliation option is set to Completed on the Bank-Interface tab
(see page 3-19), you will still need to go into Accounts Payable Check
Reconciliation and reverse the payment there. This will reset up the
Payables invoice for payment again.
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Posting Reconciliations
When you have reconciled your statement to your Adagio data and the To Clear
field on the Reconcile Bank window equals zero, you’re ready to post the
reconciliation. To do so, just click the Post button on the Reconcile Bank window.

Adagio will ask you to confirm that you want to post the reconciliation statuses.
Click Yes to proceed. Adagio will indicate the statuses were posted and the
Reconciliation Bank window will empty such that only transaction that continue to
be Outstanding remain.
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Bank Reconciliation Listing
After you post a reconciliation, it’s recommended that you print a Bank
Reconciliation Listing for your records. You can do this directly from the Reconcile
Bank window by clicking the Listing button. Or you can access the report from the
main menu by selecting Reports | Bank Reconciliation.

Only transactions with a pending status change will print as a Detail
on this report. If there are no pending status changes, then no details
will print on the report.

The following window describes the fields on the Print Bank Reconciliation
window.

Field Entry

Calculate as of Indicate the date you want Adagio to calculate the
balance for. By default, the current date is entered here.

Bank If you clicked the Listing button on the Reconcile Bank
window, the correct bank should already be selected
here. But you can select a bank manually or a range of
banks using the Starting and Ending fields.

Report Format If you select Detail, it will give you all information for
the banks selected. If you select Summary, the
reconciliation information and totals will be listed on
your report so that less paper is used.

Sort by Indicate the field you wish to use as the report’s sort
order.

Include bank
summary

Select this option if you want to include a summary of
the bank’s deposits and payments, which will be
printed at the bottom of the report.

Page break on
change of bank

Turning this check box on will cause Adagio BankRec to
insert a page break whenever there is a change of bank
in the report.
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Field Entry

Reset page # on
bank change

If you have Page break on change of bank selected, this
additional option allows you to reset the page number
to 1 whenever a new bank begins in the report.

NOTE: This option is only available when you have Page
break on change of bank selected.
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Viewing Customers
For specific information about each of the Customer record tabs of information
available within the particular version of Receivables you are using, please refer to
your Adagio Receivables online Help documentation or manual. This section
provides information on some but not all possible Customer tabs and fields.

The Customer Inquiry function is a pared down version of the Edit | Customers
feature in Adagio Receivables. In this function, you can view customer information,
search for customers, and scroll through the list of customers, without having the
ability to create or edit customers.

If you want to add new customers or edit current customers, you will
have to do this in Adagio Receivables.

To use the customer inquiry function, go to the Inquiries menu and select
Customers. From the Customer list that appears, select the customer you want to
view, or use the Find button to find a particular customer.

You can also scroll through the customer list by opening one customer
file and then using the Previous and Next buttons.

If you have been granted access to View Customers only in Adagio BankRec and
have also been granted access to Edit Customer Notes within Adagio Receivables,
you will see an Edit Notes button. Click it to add or edit customer notes and alerts.
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To view a customer’s details, select the customer in the list and click the View button
(or double-click the customer in the list). The customer’s detail window will open,
with the Customer tab selected.

The following sections will describe in a general manner the information available on
the customer tabs. Depending on the version of Adagio Receivables in use, the
customer tabs that display on the following screen will vary. For complete details,
please refer to the Adagio Receivables online Help documentation or manual.

Customer Tab
This tab displays basic information about this customer, including contact
information, terms, and tax groups.

Statistics Tab
This tab records statistical information for this customer, in Period-to-Date,
Year-to-date, and Last Year columns. Adagio automatically updates the information
each time transactions for this customer are processed.
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Transactions Tab
This tab allows you to view current or historical transaction information for this
customer, and gives you the opportunity to view aging totals and drill down into
transaction detail.

Current and Historical Transactions
To view current transactions, click Current at the top of the window. To view
historical transactions, click Historical.

Calculate Aging
To calculate aging totals for the transactions in the list, click the Calc Aging button.
The aging totals will display at the bottom of the window.

Transaction Details
Double-click a transaction in the list to view its details.

Transactions posted by Adagio BankRec include their G/L
distribution on the inquiry.

When highlighting a document in these windows and you see a

button next to the ExcelDirect button on these windows, it
means that the document's associated PDF file exists in the data's
SOFTPDF folder. You may invoke the PDF Viewer to see this
document. Refer to the online Help documentation.

Notes Tab
This tab allows you to view notes made on this customer. This is similar to the Bank
Notes feature in Adagio BankRec, however, here you can only view the notes. Notes
on these customers can be made in Adagio Receivables. The date and the user’s ID is
recorded with each note.

Statement Tab
This tab allows you to view the e-mail addresses and statement options you have on
file for the customer, for the emailing of statements and letters to them through
Adagio Receivables.
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Credit Card Tab
This tab displays any saved credit card information for this customer, as well as any
optional fields you’ve set up in Adagio Receivables’ Company Profile.

Invoicing Tab
This tab appears for datasets with version 8.0 (or higher) Adagio OrderEntry or
Adagio Invoices data. If both data from modules is present, you can select either
module name with the radio buttons provided, and then the preferences for that
module are displayed in the lower portion of this window. If you have either
OrderEntry or Invoices data present, no radio button will appear and you can simply
enter the appropriate module’s data as needed.

The default preferences displayed here are for your customers’ orders or invoices,
such as an email address that should be used for emailing of invoices, which can be
different than the email address used for the emailing of statements. The fields on
this tab are specific to invoices and orders only; they do not affect statements or
letters printed in Adagio Receivables.

Please refer to the Adagio Receivables online Help documentation for the most
current information about the version of Receivables you are running.
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Viewing Vendors
The vendor inquiry function is a pared down version of the Edit | Vendors feature
in Adagio Payables. In this function, you can view vendor information, search for
vendors, and scroll through the list of vendors, without having the ability to create or
edit vendors.

To use the vendor inquiry function, go to the Inquiries menu and select Vendors.
From the Vendor List that appears, select the vendor of interest, or use the search
function to find a particular vendor.

To view the information about a vendor, select the vendor in the list and click the
View button.

A window with the following tabbed screens will open:

• Vendor Information
• Statistics - YTD
• Statistics – Activity
• Transactions
• Payee Information
• Notes
• Optional Fields
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You can also scroll through the vendor list by opening one vendor file
and then using the Previous and Next buttons.

Depending on the version of Adagio Payables in use, the vendor tabs that display on
the following screen will vary. The following sections describe in general the
information available on the vendor tabs. For complete details, please see your
Adagio Payables online Help documentation or manual.

Vendor Information Tab
This tab contains fields for general information about the vendor, including the
vendor code, address and contact numbers, account sets, terms and distribution
codes.

Statistics - YTD Tab
This tab records statistical year-to-date information for this vendor. Adagio
automatically updates the information each time transactions for this vendor are
posted.

Statistics - Activity Tab
This tab records statistical information about the activity on this vendor account.
Adagio will automatically update the information each time transactions for this
vendor are posted.

Transactions Tab
This tab allows you to view current or historical transaction information for this
vendor, and gives you the opportunity to drill down into transaction detail.

To view current transactions, click Current at the top of the window. To view
historical transactions, click Historical. Double-click a transaction in the list to view
its details.

Transactions posted by Adagio BankRec include their G/L
distribution on the inquiry.

If Adagio PurchaseOrders is used, when highlighting a document in

the PurchaseOrders window and you see a button next to the
ExcelDirect button on these windows, it means that the document's
associated PDF file exists in the data's SOFTPDF folder. You may
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invoke the PDF Viewer to view the document. Refer to the online Help
documentation.

Payee Information Tab
Manual and system checks will show information from the fields in this screen rather
than from the vendor file, if data is entered here.

Notes Tab
This tab allows you to view notes made on this vendor. This is similar to the Bank
Notes feature in Adagio BankRec, however, here you can only view the notes. Notes
on these vendors can be made in Adagio Payables. The date and the user’s ID is
recorded with each note.

Optional Fields Tab
If you have set up Adagio Payables to use optional fields for your vendor files
(optional fields are set in the Company Profile), they will appear in your vendor
inquiry function in Adagio BankRec.
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Batch Status Inquiry
The batch status inquiry function gives you batch information such as the total
number of batches entered or imported and the total dollar amount of all batches;
plus a breakdown of batches by status (open, printed, posted); and more.

To conduct a batch inquiry, go to the Inquiries menu and select Batch Status. The
inquiry screen appears:

Select the Bank code for which the batches you view are associated, or delete the
highlighted Bank code to display all batches.

The first set of information you’re given, in the upper, left-hand corner of the
window, is a list of batch information according to the type of batch (entered or
imported). This first grid tells you:

Column Description

Type The kinds of batches: Entered or Recurring

Batches The number of batches of each type

Entries The total number of entries in each batch type

Batch Total The total dollar value of all batches of each type
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The second set of information you’re given appears in the upper, right-hand corner
of the window. This list is based on batch status.

Column Description

Status The batches by status: Open, Printed or Posted

Batches The number of batches of each status.

Entries The total number of entries for each batch status.

Batch total The total dollar value of all batches for each status.

The third grid of information, which appears in the lower portion of the screen, is a a
list of all batches pertaining to the particular Bank code selected.

Column Description

Batch The batch number.

Description The batch description.

Entries The number of entries in the batch.

Created The date the batch was created.

Last accessed The date anyone last opened, edited or viewed the batch.

Status The status of the batch: open, printed or posted.

Batch Total The total dollar value of the entries in the batch

If you have been granted access to the Column Editor, you may change the columns
displayed in the third grid of information.

The batch inquiry feature is useful if you want a quick view of total dollar amonts,
numbers of batches being process and so on. It encapsulates some useful, general
information abou the batches in this dataset.
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Chapter 6

Printing Reports

Adagio BankRec has a number of reports that can be useful for keeping paper
records for your files. The reports are grouped into different categories to make them
easier to identify and find. This chapter will explain how to print each report and
give you an idea of what each report contains.

Maintenance Reports

• Company Profile
• Banks
• Distributions
• Distribution Sets
• Bank Notes

Batch Reports

• Batch Status
• Batches

The following two reports are also available from the Reports menu, however
because these two reports have specific functions relating to the Batch Entry and
Reconciliation functions of Adagio BankRec, they have already been discussed in
their respective chapters.

• Print/Consolidate G/L Transactions (discussed in Chapter 4)
• Bank Reconciliation (discussed in Chapter 5)
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The remaining reports include:

• Bank Transactions
• Bank Historical Transactions
• Tax Tracking
• Deposit Slip
• Cash Flow
• Reconciliation Worksheet
• Receipt Audit List

The following reports are discussed in Adagio Fundamentals or your Adagio BankRec
Help file.

• Fax Queue Listing
• Email Queue Listing

Printing Reports
When you select a report from the Reports menu, a report window will appear
giving you different options for printing the selected report. Aside from the usual
Close and Cancel buttons, each report window also has the following buttons:

Button Description

Print Click Print after you have adjusted the options for the
selected report. The document will print to the selected
destination.

Preview Click Preview to view the document on your screen
prior to printing a hard copy.

Setup The Setup button allows you to change your printer’s
setup, or select a different printer.

NOTE: The Setup feature is a function of Windows and
your Windows manual should be consulted if you want more
information about changing your printer setup.
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Button Description

Comment Click the Comment button if you want to add a
comment to the footer of your printed report. A dialog
will open where you can enter the comment. Click OK
on this dialog when you are done.

NOTE: You must have Show footers turned on in your
User Preferences - Report Options tab. Otherwise, you
will not see the comment on your report. See below for more
information on the Report Options window.

Print Destination
Each report window also contains a Destination Options section. This section allows
you to select where you want to print the document – to Screen, Printer or File.

The name of the selected default printer is also displayed here. If you want to change
the printer, click the Setup button and select a different printer.

Report Options
Adagio BankRec gives you control over the format of all reports. The Report Options
allow you to set date and time formats, toggle headers and footers, and add shading
to your reports.

To access the report options, select User Preferences from the File menu and select
the Report Options tab. For more information about these report options, refer to the
online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual which describes this
feature in detail.

Report Options
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Maintenance Reports
Maintenance reports print general information from your Adagio database. Most of
these reports are used for reference or for record keeping purposes. All of these
reports are available on the Reports | Maintenance Reports menu.

Company Profile Report
This report will print all of your Company Profile settings. It may be useful to print
and file this report for reference purposes.

Banks Report
This report will print information about the Banks you have set up in your Adagio
data. Just select the bank or a range of banks using the Starting and Ending fields. It
may be useful to print and file this report for reference purposes and for your
records.

Distributions and Distribution Sets Reports
These reports will print lists of distributions or distribution sets from your database.
To print this report, select Distributions or Distribution Sets from the Reports
menu. Enter the distributions or distribution sets you want to include in the report
using the Starting and Ending fields, then click Print.

Bank Notes Report
This report can print Bank Notes and sort them by bank, user or date. The report can
print the notes in Extended or in Short format (first 10 or so words of each note). To
print all bank notes, select All under the Notes to print heading. If you want to print
a specific number of the most recent reports, enter a number in the Most recent ____
notes field. For example, if you enter 5, Adagio BankRec will print only the 5 most
recent Bank Notes.
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Batch Reports
These reports can be used to print information on batches you have entered and
retrieved into Adagio BankRec.

Batch Status Report
This report will print Batch Status information including batch numbers,
descriptions, dates created, last accessed and totals. To print this report, select Batch
Status from the Reports | Batch Reports menu.

The following table describes the fields on this dialog:

Field Description

Sort by bank If you want the report to sort batches by bank, turn
this option on.

Bank Select a bank or a range of banks using the Starting
and Ending fields.

Batch Reports
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Field Description

Batch number Enter a range of batches to include in the report.

Type Indicate which type of batches you want included:
All, Entered, Retrieved, Imported.

Status Select the status of batches you want to include in the
report: All, Open, Printed, Deleted, Posted.

Page break by bank If you want Adagio BankRec to insert a page break for
each new bank in the report, turn this option on.

Batches Report
This report prints out details of any open batches that have yet to be posted in
Adagio BankRec. This report is also available from the Open Batches window by
clicking the Listing button on that window.
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The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Batch number By default, the report will print all open batches.
However, you can select a range of batches using the
Starting and Ending fields.

Report format Select a report format. If you select Detail it will give
you all information for the batches selected. If you
select Summary, only the batch information and totals
will be listed on your report so that less paper is used.

Select Status Indicate whether you want to print either Open
batches, Printed (posted) batches, or both.

Page break on change of
batch

Turning this check box on will cause Adagio BankRec
to insert a page break whenever there is a change of
batch number.

Reset page # on batch
number change

If you have Page break on change of batch selected,
this allows you to reset the page number to 1
whenever a new batch number begins.

NOTE: This option is only available when you have Page
break on change of batch selected.
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Other Reports

Bank Transactions Report
This function will print Bank Transactions for the banks you select. To print this
report, select Bank Transactions from the Reports menu.

You are given the following options:

Field Description

Calculate as of Enter the date you wish to use for the report. This is
the date that will be used when BankRec determines
which transactions to include, and what the bank's
balance was on that date.
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Field Description

Bank Select a bank or a range of banks using the Starting
and Ending fields.

Select check status Use the checkboxes in this section to indicate which
types of checks you wish to include on the report.

Report Format You can print the report in Detail or Summary
format. Detail format includes a break-down of the
transactions that make up the bank balance amount,
while Summary only lists the opening and closing
balances for each bank.

Sort by You can either sort the report details by Date or by
Bank Reference. This option only applies to Detail
reports (as specified in the Report Format section
above).

Include bank summary Turn this option to add a summary of bank activity at
the bottom of each bank's listing in the report. The
summary includes totals for the numbers of
transactions (such as total number of receipts,
payments and transfers) as well as the total dollar
amount of deposits and payments made. It also lists
the numbers of checks of each status type (cleared,
outstanding, and so on) and the total dollar amount of
each status type as well.

Page break on change of
bank

Turn this option on to force each bank included on the
report to start on a new page.

Reset page # on bank
change

If you turn on the above option, Page break on
change of bank, this option will be available. It causes
each bank on the report to start with page 1.

Include room for
comments

When this option is turned on, Adagio BankRec adds
some extra space at the bottom of each bank's listing,
to allow you to write in comments on the hard copy
of the report if needed.
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Bank Historical Transactions Report
This report will print historical bank transactions. To print it, select Bank Historical
Transactions from the Reports menu.

You are given the following options:

Field Description

Date Starting/Ending Enter the range of transaction dates you want to
include on the report.

Bank Starting/Ending Enter the range of banks you want to include on the
report.

To limit the report to one bank, enter the same bank
code in both the Starting and the Ending field.

Select check status Choose the check statuses you want included on the
report.

You can select only one status, or any combination of
statuses.
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Field Description

Report Format Indicate whether you want the report to be printed at
a detailed level, or whether you want more of a
concise Summary report.

Include bank summary To include a summary of all transactions for each
bank, such as the total number and value of all
receipts, payments, and transfers, turn this option on.
Leaving this option on will cause the report to only
list each transaction, but no summary totals.

Page break on change of
bank

Turn this option on to force each bank included on the
report to start on a new page.

Reset page # on bank
change

If you turn on the above option, Page break on
change of bank, this option will be available. It causes
each bank on the report to start with page 1.

Tax Tracking Report
This report will print tax-specific information about your transactions. To print it,
select Tax Tracking from the Reports menu.
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You are given the following options:

Field Description

Report as of Enter the date you wish to use for the report. Any
current tax information on or earlier than that date
will appear on the report.

Report information in Indicate whether you want the report to be printed at
a detailed level, or whether you want more of a
concise Summary report.

Sort report by Choose whether you want to sort the report by the
Distribution code, or by Customer number.

Distribution
Starting/Ending

Enter the range of distribution codes that you want to
include on the report.

Deposit Slips
This function will print Deposit Slips for your banks. It will only print slips for
batches which were designated as "Deposit Only" batches, however.

To print this report, select Deposit Slip from the Reports menu.
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You are given the following options:

Field Description

Deposit slip date Enter the date on which you will be making the bank
deposit.

Bank Select the bank that you wish to print a deposit slip
for.

Bank reference Use the Finder button to select a batch of cash receipts
for deposit. This is the reference number that Adagio
BankRec auto-generated when you created a Deposit
Only batch.

Cash Flow Report
This report will print cash flow information. To print it, select Cash Flow from the
Reports menu.
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You are given the following options:

Field Description

Aged as of Enter the date you wish to use for the report's aging
calculations.

The aging periods you set below will be dated
backwards from the selected data here.

Aging periods Indicate your desired aging periods. By default, the
report uses30, 60, and 90 days.

Receivables and Payables sections: The Receivables and Payables sections of
the report will only appear if you've turned those interfaces on in the Company
Profile. Both sections contain the same fields:

Aging by Choose how you want the report to calculate aging
information. You can age the report based simply on
the Document due date, or on a variety of other
options, such as the Invoice date + x, where you set
"x" in the field below to be a number of days that suits
your purposes best.

where x is If you choose an option in the Aging by field above
which includes an "x" variable, set that variable here.
This can be set to whatever you wish, depending on
your aging preferences for the report.

Payroll estimates for
periods 1-4

Enter your estimated payroll costs for each of the four
periods.

Reconciliation Worksheet Report
The Reconciliation Worksheet Report, available from the Reports menu (and the
Worksheet button on the Reconciliation window), prints a reconciliation worksheet
for you, with the statement date and balance for each bank you choose to include on
the report. A list of pending and posted debit transactions is added, and a list of
credit transactions is subtracted. A separate section is included for transactions
cleared with error.
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To print it, select Reconciliation Worksheet from the Reports menu.

You are given the following options:

Field Description

Calculate as of Enter the date you wish to use for the report. This is
the date that will be used when BankRec determines
which transactions to include, and what the bank's
balance was on that date.

Bank Select a bank or a range of banks using the Starting
and Ending fields.

Sort by You can either sort the report details by Date or by
Bank Reference.
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Field Description

Include bank summary Turn this option to add a summary of bank activity at
the bottom of each bank's listing in the report. The
summary includes totals for the numbers of
transactions (such as total number of receipts,
payments and transfers) as well as the total dollar
amount of deposits and payments made. It also lists
the numbers of checks of each status type (cleared,
outstanding, and so on) and the total dollar amount of
each status type as well.

Page break on change of
bank

Turning this check box on will cause Adagio BankRec
to insert a page break whenever there is a change of
bank.

Reset page # on bank
change

If you have Page break on change of bank selected,
this allows you to reset the page number to 1
whenever a new bank begins.

When you've selected your worksheet preferences, click Print to proceed.

Receipt Audit List
The Receipt Audit List, available from the Reports menu, prints an audit listing of
your receipts, for reference purposes.
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The report gives you several options:

Field Description

Starting Receipt Enter a range of receipt numbers you wish to include
on the audit list.

User Enter a range of users (those who printed the receipts)
to include on the audit list.

Receipt date Enter the range of receipt dates that should be
included.

When you've selected your worksheet preferences, click Print to proceed.
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Appendix A

Importing

Adagio BankRec allows you to import payments, deposits, and bank statements. This
chapter explains how to use the Import function.

You may also want to refer to the online Adagio BankRec help for detailed file format
information.
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Importing to BankRec
This feature allows you to take information from other sources and bring that data
into Adagio BankRec, saving you the step of re-entering the data manually. You can
import payments, deposits and bank statements. You may also refer to the online
Adagio BankRec help for more detailed import file information.

Importing Payments
Select Import | Payments from the File menu to open the Import Payments
window.

File Information Tab
The top of this window displays a Template option which allows you to save your
import choices in a template. This is useful if you use the import function for more
than one purpose.

To create a new template, select New and enter a template name. This will save you
time in running future imports. Templates can also be deleted or saved under other
names using the buttons to the right of the Template field.
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Import Template Notes:

• The import template function allows you to define your own
templates to match files produced by third party products.

• Default templates cannot be modified and saved. If you want to
make changes to the default template, you can instead use the Save
As button and save the template under a new name, then make your
modifications.

Once you have entered a template name, or have selected a template to use or
modify from the Template field drop-down list, use the following table to complete
the fields on the File Information tab of this window.

Field Details

File format Select the format of the file you want to import. You may
wish to export the payments to a standard database or
spreadsheet file, then import that file here by selecting the
appropriate file format. Common file formats include:

� Excel (Versions 2.1 - 5.0)
� ASCII CSV (Delimited) - otherwise known as “comma

separated value.”
� ASCII Fixed Length

File name Select the default location or select a new location for the
file. This is the file containing the records to be imported.

Use extended
character set?

If your database includes characters that are not in the
basic character set (for example, if your database includes
accented letters), turn this option on and Adagio will use
the extended character set when it imports the file.

Delete import file
on success?

Turn this option on if you want the import file to be
deleted once all records have been successfully imported.
If this option is on, then the file will automatically be
deleted after the successful import is completed. This
reduces the possibility of accidentally importing the same
file again. This option must be 'on' if you are also using
Auto-import on startup.

NOTE: It’s wise to leave this option turned off if this is the first
time you are importing this type of file, to ensure that you have
selected all the correct options before the file is deleted.
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Field Details

Validate before
importing?

Turn this option on if you wish to perform a validity check
of all imported records. If selected, the system checks for
existing (duplicate) records, checks the validity of all
coded values, and checks that all imported data is valid
(dates, numbers in ranges, etc.). If any errors are found in
the import file, the entire import process will be halted,
and you will have a chance to repair the problems in the
import file.

If you don’t select this check box, a check for valid codes is
still carried out, but it occurs during the import process
itself. When invalid entries are found, the import process
is stopped and you are asked if you want to continue. Any
successfully imported records to that point will be left in
BankRec and should be removed from the import file
before attempting another import.

Validating records prior to importing is a safer and easier
way to conduct the import process.

Note, however, that if you select the option to perform
validity checks the import process will be slower.

Separator If you have selected ASCII CSV (Delimited) as the file
format to import, you can enter the separator used to
separate fields in the file you are importing. The default is
a comma, which means that data can be read correctly by
most database programs, including Excel.

Header included? Check this box to skip the first record (row) of the import
file as it contains field titles and not data values.

Auto-import on
startup

To successfully use this feature, you must:

� create an Import Template that has the Auto-import on
startup option turned on, and

� turn on the On start-up do … Process Imports feature
in the Company Profile, Options tab (see page 3-10).

The Delete import file on success? option must be turned
on.

After you have completed this screen, click the Import Field Selection tab.
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Field Selection Tab
This tab allows you to select which fields you want included in the import. Fields on
the left have not been selected for importing, while fields on the right have been
selected for importing. Use the arrow buttons to add or remove fields to/from your
import.

If the file you are importing from has extra fields not maintained in or being
imported to Adagio BankRec, you can use the Filler button to add a filler field in the
template in the place of each of the fields not being imported. Use the up and down
arrows to reorder the fields in your import.

Field Defaults Tab
The Import Payments window also has a Field Defaults tab that allows you to
change the default values for any fields that you have not selected to import on the
Import Field Selection tab.
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Add the fields using the arrow buttons, then select the field in the Default Fields list
and set its value in the field at the bottom of the window.

When default values are ‘Auto-Assign’, Adagio BankRec will prefill
values in this field in the same manner as it does when details are
manually entered into BankRec and 'Auto-Assign' is used.

Click the Import button when you are ready to import.

Complete information on the import template format requirements for payments
may be found in the online Help documentation.
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Importing Deposits
This import feature works the same as the import payments function described in the
preceding section. Simply create your template for importing deposits, and be sure to
save the template with a descriptive name.

Complete information on import format requirements for bank deposits is available
in the online Help documentation.

Importing Bank Statements
This import option works in conjunction with the Electronic Reconciliation function,
as described beginning on page 5-125.

If your bank allows you to download electronic bank statements in CSV format, you
must create an import template for those statements.

This import feature works almost identically to the other import functions described
in the preceding section. Simply review your bank's CSV file to determine the proper
fields to import, in the proper order, and create your template. Be sure to save the
template with a descriptive name, as you will have to select it when you set up your
bank for electronic reconciliation. (See page 3-19 for more information.)

Import Bank Statements does include extra options that the other import functions
do not. The following options for bank statements appears on the File Information
tab:

Field Details

Skip first [xx] lines The option allows you to skip the first [xx] number of lines
in the import file. You simply specify the number of lines
that should be skipped, according to your bank's import
file. Some banks include information at the top of their
electronic statements which is not necessary to the import
process; look at your electronic statement file and see
whether this is the case for you, and count the number of
lines that are irrelevant to the bank reconciliation, and
enter that number here.
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Field Details

Ignore last [xx]
lines

The option allows you to skip the last [xx] number of lines
in the import file. You need to specify the number of lines
that should be skipped, according to your bank's import
file. Some banks include information at the bottom of their
electronic statements which is not necessary to the import
process; look at your electronic statement file and see
whether this is the case for you (for example, there may be
a ‘T’ row). If so, count the number of lines that are
irrelevant to the bank reconciliation that appear at the very
end of the import file and enter that number here.

Ignore trans types
not in file?

This option should be enabled if the bank that produced
the import file includes a varying number of transaction
information rows at the top or interspersed with the
reconcilable transactions. If you are considering enabling
this option, please refer to the online Help documentation
for detailed information about setting up the ini data file
and the import file format requirements..

Complete information on import template format requirements is available in the
online Help documentation.
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Appendix B

User Defined Codes

Adagio BankRec has the facility to pass customizable information to the Description
field in Adagio Ledger when BankRec batches are retrieved into Adagio Ledger.
This is accomplished using User Defined codes.

Depending on the version of Adagio Ledger being used, BankRec will populate
either one or two Ledger description fields with User Defined codes. If Ledger v9.x
exists, the Interfaces tab of BankRec's Company Profile will allow passing User
Defined codes to two description fields.
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User Defined Codes
On the Interfaces tab of the Company Profile, select User defined from the
dropdown for Send to G/L Description. The screen will change, depending on the
version of Adagio Ledger being used and look similar to the following:

There are two (or five depending on the version of Adagio Ledger used) new fields
available.

You may enter one or more User defined codes in the User defined format fields,
along with any additional character you choose to enter as information separators.
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The following table defines each of the available User Defined codes that may be
passed from Adagio BankRec to Adagio Ledger's description field(s).

Code Field Description

%xid Subledger account code (customer/vendor/bank ID)

%xnm Subledger account name (customer/vendor/bank ID)

%ref Reference

%chk Check Number

%des Description

%psq Posting sequence

%bat Batch number

NOTE: %bat not valid for non-batch transactions posted
directly from bank reconciliation.

%ent Entry number

NOTE: %ent is not valid for non-batch transactions
posted directly from bank reconciliation.

%job Job/Phase/Category code

NOTE: For receipts, only the job is ever sent to GL. For
payments, if multiple jobs are entered on multiple details, only
the job of the first payment detail will be sent to GL.

%os1 Optional string 1

%os2 Optional string 2

%os3 Optional string 3

%od1 Optional date 1

%od2 Optional date 2

%oa1 Optional amount 1
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Code Field Description

%oa2 Optional amount 2

%ou1 Optional unit 1

%ou2 Optional unit 2

You may enter more than one User defined code in a field. For example, you might
want to pass both the Check number and the Subledger account code to the Ledger
description field. Typing %chk, %xid would pass the up to 12-character Check
number, a comma, a space, and the up to six-character Customer, Vendor or Bank
code for a total of 20 possible characters. The comma and the space are optional but
each may be used as separators, or enter none at all. Be aware that each additional
character adds to the total possible characters being passed from BankRec to Ledger's
description field. If multiple codes are used, long fields should be last. You may
pass a maximum of 40 characters per description field to Adagio Ledger.
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